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Executive Summary
Immigration is key to the social and economic sustainability of Canadian cities. In 2008, the Dalhousie
School of Planning initiated a formative evaluation of the Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM)
Immigration Action Plan with funding from the Atlantic Metropolis Centre pilot grant program. Created
in 2005, the Immigration Plan aims to create and maintain a welcoming community for new and existing
residents. In July 2009, I conducted interviews with 27 stakeholders from a diverse selection of private
and public agencies working with newcomers. Report recommendations reflect their feedback and
draw on best practices from other Canadian cities. This report defines a ‘welcoming community’ in the
context of HRM to assess how effectively the existing Plan meets this objective. The body of the report
identifies where the Immigration Plan has been successful, suggests potential improvements and makes
recommendations for plan review. This executive summary highlights four ‘lessons learned’ from the
project and suggests eight dimensions of a welcoming HRM for consideration during plan review.
Lesson #1: Many people come to HRM for the high quality of life and to raise families; thus, concerns
about public safety directly impact the attraction and retention of new residents. As American social
theorist John McKnight noted during a recent lecture in Nova Scotia, “Many studies show that there are
two major determinants of our local safety. One is how many neighbours we know by name. The second
is how often we are present and associate in the public outside our houses” (McKnight, 2009, 2-3). HRM
encourages friendly and inclusive neighbourhoods through programs like ‘Good Neighbours, Great
Neighbourhoods,’ and can use these resources to achieve the objectives of the immigration plan. In the
longer term, the 2008 report Violence and Public Safety in HRM provides valuable insight on how to the
City can work to resolve underlying issues of racism and discrimination.

Lesson #2: All HRM programs, plans and services, not just those targeting newcomers, require regular
revision to reflect changing community needs. As one NGO staff member asked, “What is our vision in
terms of inclusion and being welcoming, and how does each city plan of these support or advance that
goal?” (NGO staff member, Interview 15). The Immigration Action Plan proposes staff use ‘plain language’
in public documents, but effective communication remains the tip of the iceberg. The municipality
can go much further by prioritizing ‘diversity and inclusion’ in all its areas of activity. Feedback from
respondents indicates core areas of municipal responsibility such as public transportation as not just
poorly communicated but actually designed in ways that exclude certain groups of residents.
Lesson #3: A plan is only as effective as the human and financial resources supporting it. Other
municipalities with similar diversity and immigration goals, such as Edmonton and Saskatoon, invest
significantly more time and money than HRM in research, staff and programs for newcomers. As the
Cultural Plan adopted by HRM Council in 2007 makes clear, achieving strategic goals requires allocating
effective resources (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 56). While respondents praised the municipality for
taking proactive steps to welcome newcomers, they also expressed frustration with a perceived lack
of leadership. The absence of a clearly defined lead department or Plan coordinator compromises
stakeholder relationships and limits potential partnerships.
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Lesson #4: By adopting an asset-based approach that draws on institutional knowledge and community
experience, HRM can build on success and address concerns early on.While only a few staff members
work on the immigration file, ideas for improving services for newcomers can be drawn from across
the organization. Many respondents spoke of HRM Public Libraries as an outstanding example of
a welcoming public space with excellent and inclusive services. Cultural organizations, settlement
services and international students likewise hold a wealth of experience that HRM can use to inform its
approach to diversity management. Building relationships with the international student community
is an opportunity for the City to invest in its future. Approximately one-third of international students

Eight Dimensions of a Welcoming HRM

A welcoming HRM is safe. Many people move here with young families or to go to
school: Along with employment and education, safety is their primary concern.

A welcoming HRM uses existing public spaces, community programs and civic
events to support increasing diversity, while continuing to fund special events that
introduce newcomers to the city and provide opportunities to meet locals.

A welcoming HRM adopts an inclusive approach to new plans, policies and
infrastructure, from public art to swimming pools, based on ongoing consultation with
community groups.
A welcoming HRM leads the pack as an employer and promoter of corporate
diversity.

A welcoming HRM acknowledges attaining equal satisfaction in customer service
provision requires meeting distinct needs based on linguistic and cultural
differences, and allocates sufficient resources to meet those needs.

A welcoming HRM communicates with residents in language that ensures everyone
can understand how basic municipal services work and has equal access to them.
A welcoming HRM engages and supports multicultural and ethnic communities as
well as settlement service providers as critical partners in newcomer integration.
A welcoming HRM provides newcomers with opportunities for political
participation and volunteerism and connects them to their community
representatives.
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1.0 Introduction

Evaluation, the process of critical assessment based on defined criteria, is an essential step in effective
community planning. Different types of evaluations meet varying planning objectives: Formative
evaluation differs from summative evaluation in its focus on how plans might be improved rather than
if they “worked” (Patton, 2002, 220). The American Planning Association (APA) regards formative
evaluation as “the foundation for the evaluation phase of the next planning cycle” (APA, 2007, 21).

In November 2008, the Atlantic Metropolis Centre provided a pilot grant for a formative evaluation of the
Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM) Immigration Action Plan (the ‘Plan’). HRM Regional Council adopted
the Plan in September 2005 as part of a regional effort to attract, retain and integrate new immigrants.
Proposed areas of investigation for the study were to identify which one-year (‘short-term’) actions of
the Plan HRM has implemented; determine what impact, if any, plan implementation had on immigrants’
access to municipal services; and identify emerging issues for consideration during plan review.

As I gained new information about the Plan, I added questions to the research agenda. For example, I
investigated the Plan objective of making HRM a ‘welcoming community’ after it became clear that a
formative evaluation requires a clearly defined goal. Overall, the study focus remained on how the Plan
has impacted newcomers’ experiences with the HRM community and access to local government services.
This report has at least three potential uses. First and foremost, findings may serve as a resource for
municipal staff as they consider the next steps for HRM immigration strategy. While the Plan proposed
annual review of long-term objectives, it attached no resources for an evaluation. Several HRM staff
participated in this research and indicated to Regional Council their intention to use study results during
HRM’s upcoming plan review. Ensuring that HRM staff have access to the findings is important to project
ethics, as those who participated in the study did so with the expectation that their contribution may
influence municipal policy.
A wide range of stakeholders from government and non-governmental agencies serving newcomers and
diverse communities participated in the study. Many expressed a feeling of disconnection from current
municipal activities and/or the NGO community; those working in settlement agencies face particular
challenges finding resources for networking. All study participants expressed the desire to receive a
copy of the final report. I hope it proves useful to them in identifying common concerns and potential
partnerships.
My report may contribute to further research on immigrant retention in the Atlantic region. The last
decade has seen rising interest in municipal immigration policy as cities engage in a global competition
for talent (Peck, 2005). A 2009 report from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) suggests
immigration holds the key to social and economic sustainability of Canadian cities, making integration
a “vital but unfunded” role for local government (FCM, 2009). Halifax continues to lag behind other
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Canadian cities of comparable size in terms of immigrant attraction and retention (Gertler and Vinodrai,
2004), though recent statistics suggest the tide may be turning (Akbari, 2009). Many other cities in the
Atlantic region struggle to retain their newcomer population. Researchers may wish to use feedback
from service providers in Halifax as an indicator of potential issues for investigation in other Atlantic
communities.

Section 2 (‘Context’) explains the evolving municipal role in immigration. I establish regional context by
summarizing provincial action on immigration since the opening of the Nova Scotia Office of Immigration
in 2004. I show how these events shaped the municipal response and briefly review the Plan document.
I outline which actions HRM has taken from the Plan since 2005 and highlight related municipal
documents referred to in later sections. I close the section by highlighting recent census data that
suggests changes in the socio-economic profiles of recent immigrants to Halifax.
Section 3 (‘Design and Method’) provides a detailed discussion of my method, including the types

of data collected, the data collection tools used and approach to analysis. As this is primarily a qualitative
study, most information concerns the interviews I conducted with community stakeholders in July 2009.
I present a typology of respondents and explain why I chose to classify them by sector and position (e.g.,
government and non-government).
Section 4 (‘Findings’) presents the analysis of respondents’ feedback from the qualitative interviews.
I categorize findings into four themes that reflect the organization of the Plan document. The first
section speaks to the Plan objective of making HRM a welcoming community. The second provides
respondent comments and suggestions on the short-term (‘Phase One’) actions in the Plan; the third
considers medium-long term (‘Phase Two’) actions. The fourth section presents respondents’ thoughts
on and suggestions for HRM plan review. I conclude by suggesting possible next steps for HRM as the
municipality moves forward into planning for Phase II of the HRM Immigration Action Plan.

Section 5 (‘Recommendations’) suggests eight dimensions of a welcoming HRM. I provide a summary
table linking these qualities to each Plan action item and respondents’ related recommendations.
Appendix C offers comparative best practices from the municipalities of Edmonton and Saskatoon, both
cities with innovative approaches to immigration and diversity management.
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2.0 Context

Municipal Immigration Planning in Canada
Canada is known worldwide as a nation built on immigration, but Canadian municipalities only recently
began to take an interest in immigration planning. While most immigrants still choose to settle around
the three major centers of immigration (Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver), small and medium cities
increasingly seek to attract and retain a larger share of new Canadians. The editors of a recent special
edition of Plan Canada on diversity planning attributed this trend in part to a demographic shift. “Smaller
communities have become active participants in seeking to attract new residents with the skill sets these
communities desperately need to grow and prosper” (Agrawal, Andrew and Biles, 2009, 4).

Despite the economic and demographic benefits of retaining new residents, cities struggle to find
resources to meet the challenges of integration. As municipalities weigh a range of pressing demands
against limited resources, immigration may not be an obvious priority. Canadian cities remain largely
dependent on their federal and provincial counterparts to finance local integration efforts. Despite the
importance of immigration to local futures, leadership struggles to prioritize an issue for which they have
neither a mandate nor resources. Thus while many municipalities have official policies on diversity and
immigration, reactive rather than anticipatory practices prevail. As one article in the Canadian Journal
of Urban Research observed, “In the face of diversity, municipal policies range from accommodation
of specific needs of an ethnic group to a universal approach or ‘one size fits all.’ In reality, most
municipalities have adopted an ad hoc case-by-case approach, or no policy at all” (Carter et al., 2006, iv).
Recent federal-provincial agreements provide resources and an immigration mandate to many provincial
governments, including the Province of Nova Scotia. As immigration remains a federal concern under
the Canadian constitution, local governments may not participate in policy discussions that affect them
most directly. Although “it is at the local level that emerging issues associated with the local settlement
of immigrants is most clearly felt, [and] city level authorities are not yet effectively included in higher
level planning and policy activities” (OECD, 2006, 136). In spite of political and resource constraints,
municipalities across Canada have adopted immigration plans. Many recent plans, particularly in smaller
communities, use the goal of becoming a ‘welcoming community.’ Though welcoming newcomers
has become the dominant discourse in local immigration strategies, no universal definition exists in
the Canadian literature. The Rural Development Institute in Brandon, Manitoba suggests a policy for
developing a welcoming community “includes discussions related to ethnocultural diversity, civic
participation, equal access to services, and meaningful employment” (Brandon University Rural
Development Institute, 2009).
The Director of the Centre for Governance, Dr. Caroline Andrew, suggests that the terms of reference
created by the Government of British Columbia’s Welcome BC project provide the closest approximation
of a ‘universal’ Canadian definition to date:
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“A welcoming and inclusive community embraces multiculturalism, offers resources and support
for newcomers, and engages all sectors of the community in committing to the long-term social and
economic prosperity of the community” (Welcome BC Website).

Statistics show most immigrants prefer to settle in large urban centres, leaving medium-sized Canadian
cities struggling to draw newcomers or keep those they have. While many of the larger Canadian
cities have adopted some kind of immigration strategy, approaches to developing and implementing
immigration plans vary considerably across regions. While Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver allot the
greatest resources on settlement, several ‘second-tier’ centres have taken innovative approaches to
diversity management.
In Appendix C, I provide case examples of best practices from the cities of Edmonton and Saskatoon.
While demographic and economic pressures facing each differ considerable, both municipalities
demonstrate a long-term commitment to progressive policy and practices. The history of the Race

Relations committee at Saskatoon City Hall shows local leaders situating the concerns and opportunities
brought by increased immigration within a broader context of population diversity.
City staff created an intergovernmental task force on attraction and retention: it worked together to
produce the 2009 Saskatoon Immigration Action Plan. In terms of internal policy, Edmonton’s Office
of Diversity and Inclusion exemplifies municipal commitment to providing equitable employment
opportunities while supporting a progressive and positive working environment for all employees.
Political leaders in both cities made significant resource investments in research that laid the
groundwork for proactive and comprehensive municipal plans. Together these plans model alternative
approaches to immigration planning and corporate diversity policy.

Development of Provincial Strategy
In the spring of 2003, the Metropolitan Immigrant Settlement Association (MISA) and the Province of
Nova Scotia organized a conference for stakeholders concerned about diminishing levels of immigration
to the province. Representatives from provincial and federal governments came together with settlement
service providers and the business community to share ideas and strategies for attracting and retaining
more newcomers. Attendees included the Federal Immigration Minister, who highlighted Canada’s
interest in settling new Canadians outside the traditional ‘MTV’ (Montreal-Toronto-Vancouver) regions.

The following September, Premier John Hamm tasked the Ministers of Education, Economic Development
and Culture, Tourism and Heritage to collaborate on a provincial immigration strategy. By August 2004
the Provincial Government opened the Nova Scotia Office of Immigration and released the Office’s first
document: A Framework for Immigration. The Framework set clear targets for attracting and retaining
immigrants to the province while promising further consultation before making policy commitments.
What We Heard: The Immigration Strategy Consultation Report documents data gathered from
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stakeholders during in the fall of 2004. With over 45 groups and individuals consulted, What We Heard
remains the most comprehensive survey of community views on immigration held in Nova Scotia to date.
In January 2005, the Province published Nova Scotia’s Immigration Strategy for 2005 to 2010.

The opening pages of the Strategy present immigration primarily as a means for Nova Scotians to
“continue to support the way of life that we enjoy” (Nova Scotia’s
Immigration Strategy, 2005, 1). It proposes a grassroots approach to
“We are facing a number
integration involving the whole community: “Welcoming immigrants of demographic and
has a specific, local dimension, requiring the support not only of the
economic challenges—slow
public, but also of the various groups and organizations that operate
population growth, an aging
within a particular community” (2005, 8).
population, low birthrate,

out-migration of our young
people, urbanization, low
immigration numbers—all
to people in communities. The Strategy commits the province to
of which may lead to labour
including municipalities in campaigns for attracting immigrants and
shortages, slowing demand
enhancing service delivery capacity (2005, 23). HRM Mayor Peter
for goods and services, and
Kelly currently sits on the provincial Minister’s Immigration Advisory increasing fiscal pressures
Council, established to provide strategic advice to the Minister of
in the years to come…
Immigration on immigration-related policies and programs in Nova
immigration is one way by
Scotia.
which Nova Scotia can
help meet our long-term
population, economic, and
Plan History
labour force needs.”
Though the Strategy does not explicitly mention municipalities as
partners in integration, it does refers to local government as closest

- Nova Scotia’s Immigration Strategy,

Prior to the current Plan, HRM did not have an official policy
2005, Page 1
detailing the municipal role in immigration. Following the opening
of the provincial Office of Immigration, City leadership took an active
interest in developing a strategy for attracting and retaining newcomers to Halifax. In May 2005, Mayor
Peter Kelly hosted an Atlantic Mayor’s Conference on immigration at Pier 21; the following month thenCAO George McLellan led a regional municipal immigration forum for local stakeholders. In July 2005, the
Greater Halifax Partnership (GHP) released the Halifax Region Immigration Strategy, which increased the
profile of immigration in HRM’s economic development strategy.
May 2005 saw HRM Regional Council adopt a vision statement of HRM as a welcoming community
“where immigration is supported and encouraged. Halifax Regional Municipality will work with other
levels of government and community partners to increase our collective cultural, social and economic
diversity by welcoming immigrants to our community.” Following the June forum, an interdepartmental
task force met regularly to create an HRM immigration strategy, which HRM Regional Council
unanimously adopted in September 2005. Though the ten-page Plan does not fall under the purview of
any single administrative group, the Departments of Human Resources and Community Relations and
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Cultural Affairs have been the most active units during implementation.

Plan Content
The opening paragraphs of the Plan define HRM’s primary role in immigration as creating and
maintaining a welcoming community and repeat the Vision Statement adopted at Regional Council.
The Plan presents document content as directly reflecting concerns and ideas raised at the regional
immigration conference held in June 2005. The Plan identifies broad objectives and lists specific
actions for the municipality to take (e.g. increasing newcomer involvement in civic life by distributing
information on the municipality at citizenship ceremonies). The Plan distinguishes between internally
focused organizational goals and externally focused communications goals and prioritizes actions into
Phase 1 (short term actions for implementation within 12 months) and Phase 2 (medium-long term
actions). Table 1 provides a summary of the Plan schedule; the original Plan can be found in Appendix A.
While the Plan does not mention a budget or timeline for implementation, it does present Phase 2 actions
as subject to annual review following “regular discussions forums with representatives from business,
government, not-for-proﬁt organizations, immigrant settlement organizations and immigrants on issues
of signiﬁcance related to municipal services and ease of settlement in HRM” (HRM 2005, 8).
External/Communications Actions

HRM Cultural Affairs staff delivered two progress reports in the last calendar year to Regional Council on
the external/communications objectives of the Plan. Council received the first report on March 31, 2009
following the publication of A Newcomer’s Guide to HRM. The Guide was jointly developed with the GHP
and funded by the Nova Scotia Office of Immigration. Staff reported sending copies to settlement agencies
throughout HRM, and described the planned distribution strategy as including “a mail-out to all of the key
agencies and organizations working with new immigrants, universities and colleges, distribution through
HRM libraries, customer service centres and the HRM call centre.” The progress report committed staff to
delivering a recommendation report regarding the implementation of the Immigration Action Plan Phase
2 deliverables to Council ‘in the near future’ (HRM, March 31, 2009).
A second progress summary in June 2009 reported the successful launch of the Newcomer’s Guide to
the HRM. Staff distributed the Guide to some HRM locations and settlement service agencies with an
online version available for downloading. The Guide provides information for newcomers to the city on
programs, services and resources, with the secondary goal of promoting HRM as a destination for new
immigrants (HRM, June 12, 2009, 2). Other reported activities in 2009 included Cultural Affairs and
Community Relations staff involvement in the annual Welcoming Communities barbeque and potluck by
providing the Halifax Commons and resources to help organize the event.
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Table 1: Action Plan Summary
Phase One

Phase Two

Host citizenship ceremonies

Work with community partners to
provide HRM service information in
multiple languages

Provide welcome letters to
newcomers from Mayor and
Councillors employees

Develop additional versions of the
“Newcomers’ Guide to HRM” in
Arabic, Mandarin, Spanish, Farsi,
Russian and French

Improve website

Develop a “Newcomers’ Guide to
Halifax”

Create an advisory group of staff and
citizens to identify the challenges
and needs of diverse communities
Utilize HRM access centres to link
immigrants and existing services

Increase diverse community
representation on municipal
committees and in policy and event
planning.
Improve staff training in
communications, in particular
in providing plain language
correspondence.

Explore opportunities for the three
levels of government to colocate
service centres.
Collaborate with Halifax
Regional School Board to provide
information to students on civics
and bylaws.
Organizational/
Internal Focus

Promote culture in HRM.

Fulfill HRM’s diversity mandate to
ensure employees represent the
population they serve
Develop a list of potential
interpreters within the HRM
workforce.

Enhance cultural diversity training
for customer service and frontline
public facing employees

Establish a “Where in the World”
section in the HRM News employee
newsletter.

						

Encourage appropriate behavior
and create staff performance
accountabilities for recognizing
diversity

Enhance emergency service
protocols for dealing with diverse
languages

Source: HRM Issues and Initiatives, 2006-2007
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Organizational/Internal Actions
Internal actions fall largely within the purview of Human Resources as a continuation of a corporate
diversity mandate that predates the Plan. The Plan commits HRM to “ensuring employees represent
the population they serve.” The June update to Regional Council reported HRM efforts to encourage
applicants of diverse backgrounds to apply for municipal positions (i.e., attending career fairs to recruit
newcomers). Though Human Resources does not currently keep statistics on staff diversity, staff have
indicated they are in the process of adding self-identification data to their information system, though
individuals will have the option of not identifying as belonging to a minority group.
Human Resources currently offers five cultural competency and diversity training workshops to staff.
Staff recently developed a sixth course, Diversity for Leaders, as part of the Diversity Action Plan. In
summer 2009, Human Resources formed a monthly interdepartmental Diversity Working Group to
brainstorm ideas for promoting corporate diversity. The Working Group organized a half-day diversity

fair featuring community groups for the 2009 HRM Corporate Diversity Week. The Human Resources
unit adopted “valuing diversity” as a core competency for all HRM postings/job interviews, and has
collaborated with MISA on two work placements during the current calendar year. On the immigration
front, Human Resources recently compiled a list of potential interpreters within HRM staff, though the list
is not yet ready for circulation.

Plan Update

While some short-term actions such as website improvements took place immediately, progress has been
slowed by the lack of resources attached to the Plan. While other staff may become involved in the file as
time permits, Cultural Affairs officially dedicates about 20% of one community development position to
working with newcomers. Cultural Affairs has been given an annual operating budget of five thousand
dollars for newcomer-related activities. For any additional expenses, staff must obtain external funding
(e.g., the Provincial Office of Immigration sponsored the Newcomers’ Guide to the HRM).
Anecdotal evidence suggests HRM workforce diversity has increased in recent years as a result of
improved policies (though still not proportionally reflective of the composition of the community); this
cannot be confirmed without statistical information that Human Resources is currently unable to collect.
Respondents suggested the strong unionization of the HRM workforce (approximately 90% of positions
fall under one of five unions) makes it difficult for newcomers to apply for many HRM positions as union
policies prioritize candidates with HRM experience. The potential conflict between union objectives and
those of the immigration and diversity plans may pose a barrier to achieving a representative workforce.

Supporting Plans and Policies
The Immigration Plan cites the HRM Regional Plan, Economic Strategy and Cultural Plan as supporting
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plans placing strategic importance on immigration. With its overt interest in immigration, the Greater
Halifax Partnership actively collaborates with HRM on areas of shared interest (for example, GHP staff
also participated in the Welcoming Communities BBQ). The HRM Cultural Plan, approved by Regional
Council (2006), explicitly ties implementation of the Immigration Plan to cultural objectives. Two
subsequent documents, the Community Engagement Strategy (2008) and Human Resources Diversity
Team Plan (2009), do not mention the Immigration Plan but share complementary objectives.
The HRM Cultural Plan refers to the HRM Immigration Action Plan as
a ‘supporting plan’ and contains statements linking plan objectives.
Policy 2.12 establishes a program for implementing the Halifax Region
Immigration Strategy and the HRM Immigration Action Plan. Policy
5.1 mentions strategic investment in programs and initiatives “to build
creative capital and economic and community vitality,” as achieved
through project identification and coordination between the Cultural

“Statistics show HRM
residents come from a
predominantly NorthernEuropean ethno-heritage.
This influences the activities
and settlement of other
peoples... HRM must
Plan, HRM Economic Development Strategy and HRM Immigration
balance its existing heritage
Action Plan (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 54).
with an acceptance of new
ethno-cultural experiences
Some areas of the Cultural Plan directly overlap with the Immigration
and traditions.”
Plan without making a clear linkage: for example, the goal of allowing
- HRM Cultural Plan, 2007,
all residents the opportunity to experience culture through a fair and
Page 17
balanced approach to cultural service relates to the immigration goal
of accessible services. Other policies specifically target immigrant
concerns: For example, Policy 4.13 suggests HRM’s Immigration
Action Team develop a program that gives young newcomers the opportunity for job shadowing (HRM
Cultural Plan, 2007, 54). The Cultural Plan describes immigrants as a valuable resource for “revitalizing
neighbourhoods and regions, and to maintaining healthy social, economic and cultural resources….
Visitors and citizens value the warm, friendly, and culturally diverse people who make HRM unique”
(HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 14).

More broadly, the Cultural Plan calls for HRM to embrace diversity by adopting a “greatly expanded
view of culture” beyond “largely European ‘high arts and heritage’” (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 19). As
immigration plays a key role in creating diversity, considered “an essential component of a growing and
vibrant economy and community,” the Cultural Plan asserts “a strong cultural mandate and development
strategy will ensure cultural development is linked to broader economic and community development
goals, including a positive and prosperous environment for immigrants” (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 21).
The Cultural Plan makes explicit the relationship between immigration and global competitiveness,
stating “People are drawn to places with a vibrant cultural community” (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 17).

The Cultural Plan touches on the internal goals of the Immigration Plan by establishing the HRM
Corporate Diversity Plan implementation as a short-term, immediate action, the highest priority category
(HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 66). The Cultural Plan includes continued work on HRM’s Community and
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Race Relations Policy, and makes developing a Community Diversity
Plan to help HRM services meet the needs of its diverse communities
a short-term priority (HRM Cultural Plan, 2007, 69).
One of the ten principles for community engagement in the
Community Engagement Strategy (2008) speaks directly to the goals
of the immigration plan. The principle states “Barriers to access
[must be] recognized and overcome to ensure diverse, inclusive and
balanced participation” (Community Engagement Strategy, 2008.
20). To this end, the Strategy proposes developing a community
engagement inclusion guide and educational workshop that would
look at potential barriers to participation.
Though it does not refer to the Immigration Plan, the Diversity Team

Plan (2009) presents complementary objectives. The Diversity Team
Plan is an internal work plan rather than a policy document, and
lays out the Human Resources approach to integrating immigration
into its broader diversity mandate of achieving a representative
workforce. Most of the actions in the Diversity Team Plan are noted in
the ‘Plan Update’ section of this report.

“Many divisions reach out
to diverse groups in their
engagement exercises;
however, there is no
consistent approach for
addressing diversity in
public outreach. The
Community Engagement
review process identified
this lack of coordination as
often contributing to a less
representative participant
base than desired....
More inclusive processes
must include multiple and
appropriate opportunities
for involvement.”
- HRM Community Engagement
Strategy, 2008, Page 20

Demographic Trends
The Nova Scotia Immigration Plan set a target of attracting 3,600 newcomers a year to the province by
2011. Statistics indicate Nova Scotia attracted 2585 new immigrants in 2006: A 34 percent increase
over 2005 and a 152 percent increase over 2001. The province has nearly reached the secondary goal
of attaining a 70 percent retention rate for the 2006–2011 census period. The retention rate rose from
48 percent in 2001 to more than 63 percent by 2006, the largest rise for all of Atlantic Canada (Province
2006; Akbari 2008a).

In 2002, Nova Scotia signed the Nova Scotia Nominee Program (NSNP) with the federal government. The
NSNP allows the province to nominate potential immigrants to the federal government for expedited
entry to the province. The policy enables the province to target potential newcomers on the basis of skills,
education and economic resources. The NSNP provides five possible streams of entry: Skilled Worker,
Family Business Worker, International Graduate, Non-Dependent Children of Nominees and Community
Identified.
A socio-economic profile of immigrants to HRM indicates recent newcomers as younger and more
educated those arriving prior to 2001. Most of those who arrived during the last census period were
between the ages of 25 and 44. Over half of recent newcomers arrived with at least one university degree,
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a substantial increase over the 1996 to 2001 period when only 40 percent of arrived with a university
degree. The number of nominees accepted under the family class stream during the 2001-2006 period
increased from previous periods. This trend will likely continue following the introduction of the NonDependent Children of Nominees stream in August 2009.

The profile observes higher than average levels of education and wealth found among the collective
immigrant population that arrived between 1991 and 2006 (which includes all residents born outside of
Canada). A breakdown of the data shows lower than average earning among recent immigrants (those
who have arrived within the past five years). Though recent immigrants earn less than non-immigrants,
those who arrived during the last census period (2001-2006) narrowed the earnings gap with nonimmigrants more quickly than those who came during the previous five-year period (1996-2001). This
partially results from the higher levels of education attained by recent immigrants and a decline in
average resident income, but improved social dynamics may also play a role. As Akbari and Rankaduwa
note, “Systematic research should also analyze the effects of other possible factors, such as greater

acceptance of immigrants in the labour force and faster settlement, which may have helped to narrow this
gap” (Akbari and Rankaduwa, 2008b, vii, 22).
Census data reveals changes in immigrants’ country of origin over the past ten years. In the most recent
census, China, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom were the top five
source countries. China’s rise to become the most common country of origin has been rapid: Kuwait,
Jordan, Korea, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan were the five top source countries during the previous period.
The increase of Chinese migrants is likely associated with rising numbers of family class immigrants as
China was the most common source country for this category of immigrant to the province between 2002
and 2006 (Nova Scotia Immigration Trends, 2006, 3). Egypt, the top source country for immigrants to
Halifax during the 1991 to 1996 census period, no longer ranks in the top five (Akbari and Rankaduwa,
2008b, 12).
In conclusion, census data suggests recent immigrants to HRM as generally younger and better educated
than those arriving more than five years ago. Shifts in provincial policy led to immigrants arriving to
HRM from non-traditional source countries such as China and Korea. That recent immigrants exhibit
greater ability than earlier arrivals to obtain the same earnings level as residents may reflect more
effective integration, but income disparities persist despite immigrants’ high levels of human capital. This
finding is consistent with the recent Statistics Canada that immigrant wages generally lag behind those of
Canadian-born workers with similar qualifications (Gilmore, 2008, 5).
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3.0 Design and Method
Project Design

As applied research, formative evaluations typically focus on a specific policy or program rather than
seeking general knowledge: “No attempt is made in a formative evaluation to generalize beyond the
setting in which the evaluation takes place…Findings are context specific” (Patton, 2002, 220). Yet
interpreting the local context demands a solid understanding of the broader concepts at play. I began
my study with a literature review of how Canadian planners and policymakers define a ‘welcoming
community’ in theoretical terms while seeking to connect these to identified ‘best practices’ in
immigration planning from other local governments.

The context-specific nature of formative evaluations means researchers often rely on qualitative
data (Patton, 2002, 22). While I initially intended to use a mixed-method approach that incorporates
quantitative data, HRM has either limited or no quantitative data available for of the most Plan objectives.
For example, the Client Services unit was unable to provide statistics on service access by newcomers.
I chose to interview individuals rather than conduct focus groups in order to allow respondents the
confidentiality to express their views freely. Pursuant to the qualitative data collection process described
below, I coded transcribed interviews thematically. Themes continued to evolve during and after the
process of data collection. The cycle ended when no new categories emerged from the data, at which
point thematic revision ended and data analysis commenced (Ryan, 2006).

Qualitative Data Collection
In May 2009, the Dalhousie Social Sciences and Humanities Human Research Ethics Board granted
the project ethics approval. In June and July 2009, I conducted 23 semi-structured interviews with 27
respondents who work on behalf of or with newcomers to HRM. The initial draft of potential respondents
came from a list of participants in the 2003 MISA forum on immigration. During the first week of
interviews, I asked respondents for recommendations of community groups or individuals who might
wish to participate in the study. I selected respondents with the objective of attaining a wide variety of
perspectives on newcomers’ needs and experiences, subject to their willingness to participate. Using
this approach, respondents’ defining attribute was whose interests they advocated (e.g. international
students, immigrants and/or refugee claimants), whether professionally or in a volunteer capacity.
Initial contact with respondents usually involved a telephone conversation where I explained the
project and offered to send more details by e-mail. Respondents received a letter with details on project
objectives, a consent form and a copy of the interview guide. Only two of the people contacted declined
to participate; one (a NGO volunteer) did not feel able to speak to the needs of recent newcomers, and
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the second (a municipal staff) was unavailable. All persons interviewed signed the consent form; two
declined to be recorded and one asked that direct quotations not be used in this report.

Table 2 indicates the majority (15) of respondents employed by a non-governmental organization (NGO);
of these, most offered immigration settlement services. A few respondents worked for organizations
serving international students and refugees. Ten of the remaining twelve respondents were employed by
or elected to one of the three orders of government, and two were private citizens working on behalf of
immigrants in a volunteer capacity. I used three guides during interviews: one oriented for government
service providers, one oriented for settlement service providers and one oriented for non-professionals
(attached in Appendix B).

Table 2: Interview by respondent type [n = 27]
Sector

Elected

Employee

Volunteer

Total

Government

3

7

0

0

15

0
0
0
2

10

22

2

Federal
Provincial
Municipal

NGO

Manager
Staff

Total

1
1
1
0
0

3

1
1
5
8
7

0
0

2
2
6

17
8
7

27

While interviews varied substantially in length (between 25 and 120 minutes), all addressed the three
research questions:
1) Evaluation of Plan Objective: The stated objective of the 2005 Halifax Regional Municipality
Immigration Action Plan is to create and maintain a welcoming community. What are the
possible meanings of ‘welcoming community’, and what role does municipal government have in
these concepts?
2) Evaluation of Plan Action Items: To what extent, if any, have actions taken under the 2005
Halifax Regional Municipality Immigration Action Plan achieved its objective of creating and
maintaining a welcoming community?
3) Plan Review: What revisions, if any, would make the Plan more effective?

Study Limitations
The small sample size of respondents significantly limits the findings. Twenty-three interviews was
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the maximum possible given the scope of the project study, so I was unable to interview all advocates
and interested parties. One unanticipated limitation was respondents’ lack of familiarity with the Plan
document. Early in the interviews I realized many respondents were unable to answer questions about
specific Plan content without seeing a copy of the document. Though this may have skewed findings
slightly by providing respondents with new information (thus potentially ‘cueing’ feedback), I brought
the Plan to interviews for reference. Respondents displayed greater familiarity with the Newcomers’
Guide to the City, which I also brought to interviews.

Given the limited project scope, I believed it appropriate to interview stakeholder agencies familiar with
program evaluation. I recognize that limiting respondent groups to immigration advocates, bureaucrats
and professionals means findings represent a somewhat ‘elite’ perspective. Many respondents, including
those who had immigrated or work directly with immigrants, considered themselves unable to speak on
behalf of recent newcomers. Additional investigation on the needs of recent immigrants could mitigate
this study limitation.

4.0 Findings
Plan Objective

In opening pages of the Plan, then-CAO George McLellan describes HRM’s primary role in immigration as
creating and maintaining “a welcoming community.”

“We must never forget that immigration is about people. In order to increase the number of individuals
and families who move to our region and stay in the long term, we must create a welcoming environment.
HRM is committed to providing the best possible services to its residents. As we work towards creating a
more inviting community for newcomers, I believe that any action we undertake as a municipality will be
supported by our residents.” (HRM Immigration Action Plan, 2005, 2)
The Plan thus defines its objective as creating a welcoming and more inviting community for the benefit
of immigrants, ‘newcomers,’ and all residents. I asked respondents for feedback on four aspects of the
plan objective:
1) What is a welcoming community? Is this the appropriate objective for the Plan?
2) The Plan does not specify whether ‘newcomers’ must be Canadian citizens. Are any community
members or groups excluded from the Plan?
3) What challenges do non-immigrants in HRM face creating a welcoming community?
4) In your experience, why do newcomers come to and stay in HRM?
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What is a welcoming community? Is this the appropriate objective for the Plan?
As not all respondents were familiar with HRM Immigration Action Plan, interviews typically began with
an introduction to the Plan objective of creating and maintaining a welcoming community. When asked
how they interpret this term, most saw welcoming newcomers as part of the larger goal of fostering a
diverse, inclusive and vibrant place. One saw this as going “beyond the threshold” of mere tolerance to
“understanding, curiosity and acceptance” (NGO staff, Interview 18) of cultural and ethnic difference, but
also race, gender and socio-economic difference. Inviting new people into our community means not only
acknowledging their presence but including them in our daily lives: “Really striking up friendships with
people, inviting them to our homes, or going the extra mile to enable them to integrate into the labour
force” (NGO staff, Interview 20). Many respondents saw integration as a two-way process where a sense
of belonging results from opportunities to participate in and give back to the community. Most found the
term ‘welcoming’ does not capture the foundational purpose of a municipal immigration plan. HRM can
go “beyond the hello – to a community that is integrative, inclusive, engaged and informed” (Municipal
employee, Interview 7).
Are any community members or groups excluded from the Plan?

The Plan clearly speaks to newcomers who have already immigrated
to Canada, but does not mention two other international
communities residing in HRM: international students and refugee
claimants. Feedback from international student advocates
highlighted the difficulties of assessing the needs of newcomers
to the city when significant portions of that population are not
technically immigrants. International students arrive by the
thousands every year in Halifax: 2001 to 2006 data indicate China,
Korea, United States, Japan and Germany as the top five countries of
origin (Akbari, 2006).

Anecdotal evidences suggests roughly one-third of international
students choose to immigrate to Canada at the end of their studies,
yet HRM does not recognize this community in the Plan nor does it
extend settlement support to the students. One respondent noted,
for example, that there is often confusion among international
students as to whether they can access English as a Second Language
(ESL) courses through institutions such as the Public Library. She
observed that the exclusion of international students “doesn’t give
welcoming impression” (NGO Manager, Interview 9). HRM can clarify
this situating by deciding whether international students count as
newcomers: many respondents believed HRM would benefit greatly
as a community by welcoming the students.

“I’m sure the City is proud
to claim that there are so
many international students
here. But if you claim
something you have to be
able to support it.”
- NGO manager, Interview 9

“I believe that we can
play a significant role in
helping better transition
international students into
the local community. By
virtue of doing that, if they
are made to feel genuinely
welcome, our ability to
retain more of those
international students as
permanent residents would
grow.”
- NGO manager, Interview 10
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What challenges do non-immigrants in HRM face creating a welcoming community?
While most characterized local residents as friendly, many believed
the larger community lacks confidence when interacting with
immigrants. A NGO manager observed “a vicious circle because
there are fewer immigrants here so people have less exposure to
immigrants and different cultures, which in turn makes it much more
difficult for people to become part of the culture” (Interview 13).
One respondent thought lack of cross-cultural knowledge generates
anxiety about inadvertently causing offense; another noted how lack
of experience with other cultures manifests in subtle ways, such as
making less effort to learn to say names properly (NGO manager,
Interview 17; NGO staff, Interview 13). Some respondents reported
experiencing or witnessing entrenched racism among local residents.
One NGO staff member recalled her first impression had been that
locals need to be “more open to other cultures and to really learn.
There’s a need for more education about other cultures: A lot of
racism issues have their roots in ignorance and fear” (NGO staff,
Interview 18).

Some newcomers may feel less comfortable confronting racist
behaviour; international students, for example, might not complain
due to their temporary visa status. One NGO staff member recounted
the discrimination she felt when dealing with a student affairs
officer while an international student. At the time she felt reluctant
to confront prejudice, but “when you become an immigrant, it’s your
daily life and you have to face it. I can say that ‘Well, I’m Canadian too.
I’m not an outsider’” (Interview 22). A municipal employee wondered
what resources and training the host community might require to
become more comfortable interacting with immigrants.

“You are reminded very
often that you’re from away
in different ways. Either
you have an accent or your
resume looks different…
It’s as if all of a sudden your
past life doesn’t count.”
- NGO staff, Interview 18

“A big barrier facing
newcomers preventing
Halifax from becoming a
welcoming community is
racism and xenophobia…
for this to become a
welcoming community we
need to start by educating
the folks that already live
here.”
- Federal elected official, Interview 23

“We are used to
responding the same way
all the time, but that may
not be what somebody
who is new to this province
would expect or feel
welcomed by.”

Many respondents thought HRM could make better use of its
communication tools to educate the general public about the
importance of immigration and diversity to the city. Several
-Municipal employee, Interview 3
respondents stated that the public remains generally unaware of the
contribution newcomers make to Halifax’s economic and cultural
wealth. One NGO volunteer argued that the public could play a greater role in promoting Nova Scotia as a
destination for international students and skilled immigrants if given more information on the available
opportunities (Interview 21).
Respondents applauded the ongoing public awareness campaign administered by Greater Halifax
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Partnership to promote immigrant employment. Several suggested ways HRM could continue to
spread this message through existing services and publications. Simply representing a more diverse
representation in public documents that are not directly linked to immigration, such as the recreation
guide or calendar, can make a difference. “It’s those little things where changes could be made to
increasing the sense that there is the opportunity for you here. You may not look like me, but we want you
here nonetheless” (NGO staff, Interview 15).
Why do newcomers come to and stay in HRM?

“Halifax, Nova Scotia is a
great place to be based
Much of the literature on immigration to the ‘MTV’ regions (Montreal,
on quality of life. And what
Toronto and Vancouver) focuses on the advantages these three
is quality of life? It’s not
cities have in attracting immigrants on account of the large number
sunshine everyday: Quality
of established ethnic groups. Respondents acknowledged the less
of life is the community you
diverse population of HRM as a problem in creating a welcoming
live in. It is when you send
community, but more often framed this in terms of the impact on
your teenagers to university
local residents than on newcomers’ expectations. Immigrants seeking
and if they’re missing
a highly cosmopolitan city would likely not choose Halifax in the first
classes, some of the
place: Most come here seeking a comfortable place to raise a family.
professors will call you. All
of that is very welcoming.”
Public safety is a primary concern for new residents as many arrive
with or intend to bring their families. One respondent recalled sitting
on a committee where the intention was to discuss immigrants’
settlement needs: “Inevitably, the immigrants would talk about very
specific issues, like violence in downtown Halifax and how their
children weren’t safe at night” (Provincial employee, Interview 1).
Several respondents who had themselves immigrated to Halifax
mentioned the size and safety of Halifax as key to its appeal.

-NGO volunteer, Interview 21

“Without a doubt, the
newcomers that I speak
to are here largely for the
opportunities that their
family and their children will
have.”

The 2008 report to the Mayor ‘Violence and Public Safety in the HRM’ -Provincial employee, Interview 1
cites community activists as stating the presence of immigrants in
HRM housing projects has increased the sense of community and
reduced the level of violence and crime (Clairmont, 2008, 20). While these newcomers are doing their
part to improve safety, the Report observes the Mayor’s office has done little to deal with systemic issues
of violence stemming from racial tension in the community. City Council’s Community and Race Relations
committee has ceased to meet; as one HRM elected official noted, the committee had “no funding and no
real mandate” (Interview 5). Yet the report stresses the importance of political leadership in this area;
the Mayor’s Office in particular is “seen to be by immigrants [as significantly] facilitating their sense of
inclusion in HRM” (Clairmont, 2008, 80).
When discussing why people leave Halifax, respondents most often spoke about newcomers’ inability
to find meaningful employment. For many, the availability of economic opportunity clearly took
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precedence over the civic or social aspects of integration. As a
provincial employee noted, “It is like Maslow’s theory: If you can’t
work, you can’t feed your children – food, shelter, and clothing are
the basics. One immigrant said to me, ‘If I can’t find a job then this
is not a welcoming community.’” (Interview 1). Other respondents
emphasized the quality of employment as many newcomers fail
to find jobs that reflect their professional qualifications or work
experience.

“Having a good life for
most of us, first and
foremost is having a job
that is meaningful...It’s a
job that is also a door to
other opportunities: to
making friends, having
a professional network,
finding recreational
opportunities and so on.”

Statistics indicate the economic performance of recent immigrants
to the HRM improved during the 2001 to 2006 period over the
- Interview 18, NGO staff
previous decade. Respondent feedback reflected this shift, with
many expressing that while the situation remained far from ideal,
opportunities for immigrants have improved in recent years. “Ten years isn’t a long time for us to

consider a change, I see huge changes from where we were even five years ago. Folks are being educated
on ways to feel more comfortable hiring people that don’t fit the mould” (NGO manager, Interview 17).

Improvement in the economic integration of recent newcomers, most of whom are young and highly
educated, should not obscure that many older and less privileged immigrants struggle with integration.
Those with the means can move on to other places and often do, as demonstrated by the hundreds of
‘economic class’ provincial nominees who left a few years ago when they arrived and found there were
no employment opportunities for them. But not everyone who wishes to leave has that opportunity. For
example, several respondents noted a significant part of the community that arrived fifteen years ago as
refugees from the former Yugoslavia remains socially and economically segregated. Statistical data, while
useful for tracking trends, requires complementary strategies of community engagement to fully explore
the challenges facing all immigrants.

Summary of Findings on Plan Objective

1. Welcoming newcomers is positive, but it is only a first step. HRM can expand its vision for the
community by revising the objective to include concepts such as inclusion and integration.
2. International students and refugee claimants are members of our community and potential
Canadian citizens. If HRM defines international students and/or refugee claimants as
newcomers to the city, include strategies to address their specific information and service
needs.
3. Lack of experience with newcomers may intimidate some non-immigrant residents,
leading to negative social behaviour such as racism. HRM can address this barrier through
political leadership and public education.
4. Economic integration often precedes and enables social integration. HRM can support
the Plan objective by coordinating with agencies that help newcomers find meaningful
employment and by employing newcomers.
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Evaluation of Phase One
Most of the ‘Phase One’ (short-term) action items have been completed. Respondents offered feedback on
each item, as well as suggestions for other further actions HRM could take to meet its objectives.
Communication/External Actions

Action Item #1: Host citizenship ceremonies
Comments: HRM regularly hosts federal citizenship ceremonies at city facilities. Respondents
appreciated the accessibility of city facilities for these and similar
“Once we had a tour of
events; one respondent recalled enjoying a graduation ceremony
city hall where we met the
for a settlement agency hosted by City Hall (Provincial employee,
Mayor and people had
Interview 1). The attendance and participation of municipal
their picture taken. He
councillors at citizenship ceremonies was also seen favourably.
Suggestions: The popularity of the Canada Day ceremony held
at Pier 21 suggests all ceremonies could be promoted to nonimmigrants as an opportunity to renew citizenship vows and meet
new people. “It’s quite a formal ceremony and family members often
come. The general public doesn’t often come and that’s really quite a
shame. Maybe that’s something that we can strive for – to have them
more open” (Municipal elected official, Interview 5).
Action Item #2: Provide letters of welcome to newcomers from
mayors and councillors

very generously gave us
15 minutes and said, “Are
there questions?” There
were great questions: One
of the first questions, a
guy from Columbia said
through a translator, “What
is the process that I need
to follow to become a
councillor?”
- NGO staff, Interview 19

Comments: No respondent mentioned hearing about or seeing the letter of welcome from the Mayor
currently posted on the HRM website.

Suggestions: A more direct means of greeting new residents than a letter of welcome on the website
would likely prove more effective. Respondents noted welcoming messages could provided as soon as
people land at the airport: “Even if it’s just a sign that says, “Welcome to Halifax” in four or five different
languages” (NGO staff, Interview 15). Most respondents saw ‘meet and greet’ events between elected
representatives and newcomers as the best way of communicating newcomers’ value as members of the
community. Such events may encourage continued participation in the political process by showing HRM
leaderships recognizes how newcomers contribute to the richness and growth of the city.
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Action Item #3: Website Improvements
Comments: Website improvements included adding welcoming
messages in multiple languages, providing links to some key
organizations and government services, and making the immigration
section accessible from the main HRM site. Respondents noticed
and commended the changes; many expressed concern about the
accessibility of the updated site. Critical information, including
emergency contacts, is only available in English. Some reported
finding the entire HRM site difficult to navigate.

“Most newcomers
who come through the
independent category with
their family get immigration
information from ethnic
community associations,
websites, or their friends or
relatives.”
-NGO staff, Interview 22

Suggestions: Areas for further improvement include providing
links to other government services that newcomers use (e.g. Access
Nova), developing a more comprehensive list of ethnic and cultural contacts and indicating where to find
interpretation and translation services. One group of respondents suggested adding short audio clips in
multiple languages with critical information such as emergency phone numbers would greatly increase
site utility for recent newcomers with limited English.
Action Item #4: Develop a ‘Newcomers’ Guide to HRM’

Comments: Respondents found the publication of the Guide a positive first step in community
relations, but many expressed concern about accessibility. Most in
settlement services found the level of English too advanced for recent “Where we fall down in
making it welcoming to all
newcomers with the most urgent need for information. Some service
is our ability to get things
providers use the Guide for reference when working with recent
immigrants; these respondents noted that newcomers often prefer to out in languages other than
go through written documents with assistance. Many found the Guide English”
is too long and contains unnecessary detail about the background and -Municipal employee, Interview 3
history of HRM.
Suggestions: Despite concerns about accessibility, respondents expressed optimism that HRM will
continue work to translate and update the Guide. Respondents suggested making the Guide available at
all transportation nodes (e.g. bus stops, airports) in addition to traditional settlement services and HRM
units. HRM could also distribute the Guide through ethnic organizations and grocery stores.

In the future, HRM may wish to reconsider the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach of the Guide. As one respondent
said, “The first rule of communication is: Who are you directing this at? HRM is trying to hit every single
person who may want to step foot into the province and stay here” (NGO staff, Interview 15). By focusing
on producing a general Guide that can also serve to promote the province to tourists and investors, HRM
has not met the immediate information needs of new residents most likely to face barriers accessing
services.
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Action Item #5: Create an advisory group of staff and citizens to
identify the challenges and needs of diverse communities
Comments: Though HRM has not yet formed the diversity advisory
committee, Human Resources has hired a diversity coordinator
with a mandate to fulfill internal objectives such as increased
staff training. Respondents liked the idea of creating an advisory
committee that would work with immigrant communities to focus
on isolation reduction and overcome barriers to service access and
expressed hope this would happen.

“If

you spent a little money
on translation and go out
to some of the cultural
associations or cultural
councils, there will probably
be quite a few people who
are willing to give their time
and get their voices heard
[on committees].”
-NGO staff, Interview 15

Suggestions: Possible recruitment strategies for the new committee
could include advertising in multiple languages and through media
outlets that target newcomers. As one NGO employee noted, “Most immigrants that have gone through

so much to get here in the first place that I would say they’re the ‘go getter’ personalities. They jumped
through enough hoops to get here, they might be quite interested in being on a committee” (NGO staff,
Interview 19).

Though family demands may constrain broad-based participation in committees, HRM can mitigate by
holding meetings and information sessions in convenient locations and by providing refreshments and
childcare. “It’s not just immigrants that may be finding their access to participating difficult...In any kind
of recruitment, you’ve got to be intentional” (NGO staff, Interview 19).
Action Item #6: Utilize HRM access centres to link immigrants with existing services

Comments: Respondents emphasized that newcomers use the same government services as other
residents and share the same primary concerns (e.g., public safety, affordable housing, education). Yet
newcomers also face specific barriers accessing to municipal services such as recreation, transportation
and waste disposal.

In terms of transportation, some newcomers with private vehicles find the city difficult to navigate
because roads are not well marked and often missing signage. Those relying on public transportation face
even greater challenges: “Those who aren’t able to purchase their own transport immediately they say
the transportation in this city is terrible – and many of them come from less developed countries ” (NGO
manager, Interview 14).
As many people immigrate with their families, newcomers value access to family-oriented recreation.
Many respondents thought recreational activities could play a bigger role in social integration,
particularly activities such as youth team sports and public swimming. The municipality does not provide
sufficiently detailed information about how local recreation programs operate; for example, that “if you
don’t register your children three months before recreation programs start, the first day the telephones
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open there won’t be space” (NGO staff Interview 13).

Cultural and linguistic barriers currently comprise access to composting and recycling services:
Respondents indicated even longtime residents find the current system confusing. One respondent noted
that waste removal systems vary across cultures and long-standing practices may not be self-explanatory.

Respondents from the NGO community reported frequent requests from smaller or emerging ethnic
communities to use their offices to meet. Even more established communities struggle to find space;
one respondent noted that the Korean community meets at Tim Hortons (NGO staff, Interview 22). In
seeking to connect newcomers to services, respondents from the NGO sector affirmed the importance of
partnering with agencies and community groups to support new and existing programs. HRM should not
overlook the role of key players in the business community such as the Chamber of Commerce (NGO staff,
Interview 19).
Respondents recognized certain HRM access centres for their excellence in connecting newcomers to
the broader community. All three elected officials specifically mentioned the library system, and many
respondents echoed their view that local libraries are “excellent community facilities that are welcoming
no matter who you are” (Municipal elected official, Interview 5). The North End Family Resource
Center and Bayers Westwood were also mentioned as places where newcomers access information and
resources about existing services.

Suggestions: As linguistic and cultural differences may create barriers to services, effective immigration
planning requires looking at all policies and practices through what one respondent called “the lens of
immigrants.” “Immigrants are people too. They live in our community. So the same way we look through
a lens of people with disabilities, seniors or children, let’s look at it through the lens of immigrants” (NGO
staff, Interview 13).
Non-immigrant and immigrant communities alike find transportation and waste disposal services poorly
communicated. For example, bus stops provide a phone number to call for information rather than
posting a route map or schedule. To successfully use this system the user must know the bus routes in
advance, be familiar with the system, own a cell phone or have access to a payphone, and speak sufficient
English to understand an automated voice messaging service. HRM may wish to examine whether these
are reasonable requirements for access to a core municipal service. Displaying the HRM official diversity
policy prominently in existing service centres would also contribute to a more welcoming atmosphere;
for example, a copy of this policy could accompany the current notice displayed in HRM bus entrances
stating the drivers’ right to refuse service.
Providing clear information in a few common languages on how and when to dispose of recycling and
compost would greatly assist many newcomers to effectively use this service. HRM could provide the
brochures via settlement providers, ethnic organizations and at municipal service centres.
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Planning experts across Canada have recognized recreation programming as “an ideal means of
integrating immigrants” (Poirier, Germain and Billette, 2006, 39). Ensuring equal opportunity and
encouraging participation requires developing and marketing accessible programs that accommodate
diverse interests. Including newcomers could involve recruiting them to teach recreation programs
through city. “There could be weaving, basket making or language classes where the instructor is an
immigrant” (NGO staff, Interview 18). HRM could consult with immigrant communities to identify new
sports or cultural activities to add or replace existing programs.

Respondents considered Halifax Public Libraries a highly successful example of an institution that
models and supports community diversity. Opportunity exists for HRM to extend its support of growing
ethnic communities by creating more public meeting spaces. The new city hall in Edmonton serves as an
example of a municipal building with public space made available to registered local organizations free
of charge. HRM could collaborate with existing arts and cultural organizations, such as the Multicultural
Association, to come up with creative solutions for the increasing demand for public meeting space.
Organizational/Internal Actions

Action Item #1: Fulfill HRM’s diversity mandate to ensure employees represent the population
Comments: The Plan lists several actions to help the HRM meet
its diversity mandate: Setting standards to improve on designated
and targeted recruitment of diverse communities, recognizing
international work experience, writing job descriptions that
recognize job experience as well as credentials and when possible
including a practical component to job interviews.

“HRM across the board
needs to be welcoming
not just in service provision
but ‘work with us, work for
us.’ It would be really nice
to see more immigrants in
positions because that is
a visible representation [of
community diversity]”

Respondents from both government and NGO sectors saw municipal
employment of immigrants as critical to the success of the Plan.
The Federal elected official noted that by opening its own hiring
-NGO manager, Interview 17
policies HRM encourages other employers to view diversity as
opportunity (Interview 23). A municipal employee stated that giving
internationally educated professionals careers within the HRM would make “a huge impact” (Interview
7).

Suggestions: Though HRM staff was unable to provide statistics on changes to municipal workforce
characteristics since 2005, the common sentiment among respondents was that the municipality has
made some progress in this area but that more can be done to open its workforce to immigrants. For
example, adding capacity in newcomer languages as an essential qualification for certain positions would
help newcomers overcome challenges posed by lack of Canadian experience and improve in-house
translation capacity.
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Human Resources has been active in promoting MISA work
placements, and the newly appointed diversity coordinator could
continue to market the benefits to all HRM business units. Setting
interdepartmental targets for participation rates (e.g. committing
to take a minimum of X number of placements per annum) may
help HRM increase participation. Respondents noted newcomers
come from many backgrounds and may welcome the opportunity to
learn from HRM staff on a professional level. For example, service
providers would welcome participation by senior HRM staff in MISA’s
mentorship program or in the professional training provided through
Pier 21’s Welcome Home to Canada work placement.

“There are so many people
in the city that have lots of
different experiences and
could offer advice. They
could volunteer to give
talks, they could volunteer
as mentors and that’s only
a few hours a month.”
-NGO staff, Interview 18

Action Item #2: Develop a list of potential interpreters with the HRM workforce
Comments: The Plan recognizes accommodation of diverse language needs as an essential component of
accessible municipal services. One HRM employee stated, HRM can consider services accessible “when, as
a person who doesn’t speak English as a first language, I can get service in my language. Maybe the person
standing in front me of can’t help me, but they can put me on a phone line to someone who can and can be
a mediator in between” (Interview 3).
Suggestions: In ideal circumstances HRM would employ a
“Arabic is the second most
sufficiently diverse workforce to meet requests for translation and
spoken language in the
interpretation in languages most commonly spoken by newcomers,
HRM: This isn’t some small
such as Arabic and Farsi. Achieving sufficient in-house language
number of people, this is
capacity could take years as the unionized hiring system values
significant.”
HRM staff seniority. In the meantime, providing accessible services
-Provincial elected official, Interview 2
requires contracting an on-call private translation service. (A similar
arrangement would address the Phase 2 goal to “enhance emergency
services protocols for dealing with diverse languages.”) Several respondents noted Capital Health already
has this kind of contract with Nova Scotia Translation Services, it seems to work well. Service Canada uses
the Winnipeg-based service CanTalk, which offers over two hundred languages.
Many respondents requested HRM create and distribute an updated list of cultural and ethnic
organizations with contact information, especially current phone numbers. This is information that
several service providers would like to have but lack the resources to assemble, update and circulate
themselves.

Action Item #3: Establish a “Where in the World” section in the HRM News employee newsletter
Comments: No respondent commented on this action item, and the update from Human Resources did
not mention it.
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Suggestions: HRM promotes corporate diversity most effectively when it shares its success with the
general public; making a public commitment to diversity generates excitement and corporate pride. For
example, in October 2008 the community was invited to take part in a ‘Diversity Extravaganza’ event as
part of HRM’s annual Week of Corporate Diversity. This celebration continued in 2009 with a half-day
event at which community groups could display information. Diversity Week could expand to become a
celebrated event that promotes HRM as both an employer and supporter of diverse communities.

Evaluation of Phase 2
Most of the ‘Phase 2’ (medium-long term) actions have not been implemented. Respondents offered
general comments on the objectives of these items, as well as proposing revisions for Plan review.
Communication/External Actions

Action Item #1: Work with community partners to provide HRM
service information in multiple languages
Comments: Respondents stressed that providing documents in other
languages would send a strong welcoming message. The presence of
non-English languages would affirm for residents the significance of
the newcomer population. Official HRM recognition of non-English
languages in public documents and services may increase public
awareness of diversity.

“Ethnic communities
can provide things for
newcomers who are
from the same country.
So I think HRM should
approach them [for
information about
community needs].”
-NGO staff, Interview 22

Respondents indicated that staff members at the Metropolitan
Immigration Settle Agency (MISA) act as an unofficial translation
service for the province and the municipality, particularly for
documents such as driving permits. NGO respondents did not see reliance on MISA for translation as a
sustainable solution to the increasing number of languages spoken in HRM. Demands for translation or
interpretation place additional strain on MISA staff; moreover, the availability of translation depends on
who happens to work at MISA at any given time.

Suggestions: HRM requires an official protocol for translation and/or interpretation requests.
Contracting a translation service on an as-needed basis, while seeking to increase internal capacity by
placing language skills requirements on some positions, likely provides the best interim solution. Ethnic
and cultural organizations can serve as valuable resources, but HRM cannot depend exclusively on these
groups, particularly for the translation of individuals’ personal information (e.g., financial issues).
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Action Item #2: Develop additional versions of the “Newcomers’
Guide to HRM” in Arabic, Spanish, Farsi, Russian and French
Comments: The Plan states that HRM will translate sections of the
Newcomers Guide into the ﬁve languages commonly spoken by
new immigrants to HRM (identified in the Plan as Arabic, Mandarin,
Spanish, Farsi and Russian), with community consultation to identify
priority sections for translation.

“HRM can’t do it by
themselves. They need to
act in collaboration with
other partners and I think
the partners are ready to
do that”
-NGO manager, Interview 13

Some NGO respondents expressed concern at the lack of consultation
on the first version of the Guide, with a few pointing out outdated or
erroneous information about their organizations. One NGO staff member recalled attempting to provide
input on early drafts of the Newcomers’ Guide, but believed her feedback was lost during periods of staff
turnover. A few had requested copies of the Guide but had not yet received them, though most has been
invited to the Guide launch.

Suggestions: Respondents noted newcomers cannot necessarily distinguish between municipal and
provincial areas of responsibility; HRM would best address their information needs by providing
information on the core services provided by both levels. Many respondents offered suggestions as to
how HRM might proceed with Guide translation and reformat information to increase usability.
Three common suggestions included translating the following items:

1) A multi-lingual list of cultural and religious organizations with updated contact information;
2) A bookmark or small brochure with basic description and contact information on municipal and
provincial services. “When it comes to hospital services in particular, there needs to be a separate
little brochure on hospital services” (Municipal employee, Interview 3). HRM could seek funding for a
joint brochure from the Provincial Office of Immigration.
3) The section of the Guide entitled, ‘What to do when you first arrive.’ “If you’re going to translate
anything, translate that checklist into 10 languages” (NGO staff, Interview 19).

Given the pace at which such information changes, HRM might consider converting the Guide into
an online document. An e-document would be cheaper to update; service providers could print it off
themselves rather than waiting for the next version to come out. NGO respondents requested that HRM
base future revisions to the Guide and other document related to settlement services on consultation
with stakeholders instead of information from website and existing print material, which is frequently
outdated.
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Action Item #3: Increase diverse community representation on municipal committees and in
policy and event planning
As respondents offered a large volume of feedback on this action item, I divided comments and
suggestions into three sub-categories: increased diversity community representation on municipal
committees; inclusive policy making; and inclusive civic events.
Increase Diverse Community Representation on Municipal Committees

Comments: Respondents applauded the objective of seeking more diverse representation on existing
municipal committees. Beyond representation on committees, the Plan does not specifically mention
representing newcomers’ interests in the municipal political process. A provincial elected official
wondered why municipal councillors have yet to create a committee that looks at newcomers’ issues:
“They have committees on disability, youth, seniors so why wouldn’t they have a committee on
immigration?” (Interview 2).

Often newcomers do not know they can bring problems to their councilor; HRM can help connect
newcomers with municipal politicians. Linking newcomers with local political institutions plays a key
role in creating civic pride and identification. As one municipal elected official noted, even those unable
to vote deserve to have their voices heard: “Everybody in the community should be represented by an
elected official” (Interview 5).

Suggestions: Respondents pointed to several opportunities the city has to promote the political
integration of newcomers: Suggested strategies included: 1) providing information to newcomers
through settlement agencies on how to access their local
representative, 2) promoting town hall meetings and public
“Cultural competency isn’t
participation sessions through diverse mediums, and 3) ensuring
just information about
translators are available at city meetings when appropriate.
different ethnic groups:
Inclusive Policy Making

You have to change your
communication skills to
accommodate different
cultures.”

Comments: Many respondents felt too limited in their perspective
speak to newcomers’ experiences with the city, and saw opportunity
-NGO employee, Interview 22
for HRM to increase efforts to engage newcomers in a dialogue
about their needs and views. One respondent called for ‘creative
consultation’ with newcomers to engage newcomers in non-traditional settings, such as potlucks.

Suggestions: While direct consultation with newcomers is vital, respondents stressed that multicultural
and ethnic organizations can play a similar role to other settlement service providers. Including smaller
service providers in discussions may prove critical as the smaller organizations often target pockets of
the population with specific concerns (e.g. youth). Consulting segments of the population not generally
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targeted by HRM planning, such as international students, would also provide a fresh perspective on
newcomers’ needs. Settlement service staff emphasized trustbuilding as the first step, as some newcomers may not be familiar
“Civic events build
with the municipal community engagement process.
community because they’re
Inclusive Event Planning

Comments: Respondents reported that many newcomers express
the desire to participate in family-friendly and free social occasions
where they can meet native Nova Scotians. Many believed Halifax is
a difficult city to break into, as adult social networks are often based
on long-standing or familial relationships. By supporting events that
bring together new and longtime residents, the City can effectively
improve community relations.

Respondents saw opportunity for HRM to promote existing events to
newcomers as a means of including them in community life.
Lack of familiarity with the city may compromise access to parks
and participation in local festivities. Respondents familiar with the
city-sponsored bus tours for newcomers noted the great enthusiasm
generated by this program. Respondents argued that if HRM made
the bi-annual tours bi-monthly, tours would still fill to capacity. Many
spoke to the success of the quarterly SupperNova potluck and annual
Welcoming Communities BBQ and hoped HRM increases support for
these two events in the coming years.

for everybody: If we invite
more diverse groups to
participate it would change
the nature of those events”
-Municipal employee, Interview 7

“The MISA bus tour is
a really great idea. It’s
amazing how newcomers
have been here for one
or two years and they’ve
never been to the Public
Gardens. There are a lot
of different things that they
don’t know because they
don’t know where to go”
-NGO staff, Interview 22

“Encourage
neighbourhoods to
Suggestions: Respondents encourage HRM to continue with the
welcome immigrants and
SupperNova series and the Welcoming Communities BBQ and seek
to have welcoming events.
opportunities to support similar, smaller-scale events. HRM could
In our little community we
provide funding for such events through the ‘Good Neighbours, Good
have a neighbourhood
Neighbourhoods’ strategy. Events such as MISA’s Multicultural Health
BBQ every year”
Fair and Pier 21’s annual reverse job fair would benefit from greater
support and promotion by the municipality.

- Provincial employee, Interview 1

The HRM-supported bus tours could expand to include the international student community by
offering a special tour for the new students arriving every September. Most students are not eligible for
settlement services and so cannot access the MISA-administered tours, but all newcomers benefit from an
orientation to the City.
Given the high numbers of newcomers with children, family-oriented events may prove more attractive
than functions geared towards adults. Extending invitations for ethnic and cultural groups to participate
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in the annual Naval Day parade would likely attract interest from newcomers with children. Inviting
newcomers to volunteer could creating a sense of belonging.
Action Item #4: Improve staff training in communications, in
particular in providing plain language correspondence

Comments: Many respondents observed an ‘information disconnect’
between HRM and newcomers, particularly on complicated issues
such as urban planning decisions. Several mentioned the new
swimming pool in Clayton Park as an instance when newcomers
expressed their needs yet felt ignored by city staff. Concerns about
pool design focused on whether the new design would allow private,
‘women-only’ swim times, primarily for members of the Muslim
community. Despite the concerns, the City opted for a design with
large windows that allow the public to see into the swim area.

Respondents suggested using a variety of communication tools and
styles when reaching out to diverse communities. “Like many things,
it’s not just putting up a poster. It may take more than that. It may
take personal contact and making sure that there aren’t barriers for
people” (NGO staff, Interview 19).

“People wanted to talk
about the design of the
Canada Games pool in
terms of how it might
accommodate private
swim times for women.
They were told that
they could go to the old
Needham pool. The pools
in this city are all old; when
building a new one why
wouldn’t HRM consider the
multicultural aspect of the
community?”
-Provincial elected official, Interview 2

Suggestions: The Clayton Park pool experience illustrates the importance of clearly explaining the
justification behind municipal planning decisions to newcomer communities, particularly when the City
chooses not to accommodate requests. In this example, HRM failure to communicate the rationale behind
the decision not to accommodate the needs expressed by some newcomers may have discouraged future
participation in civic activity. Several respondents proposed social and alternative media as effective
channels of communication with diverse communities. The publication ‘Touchbase’ (both a website and
printed newspaper) serves as a key resource for many newcomers. Alternatively, HRM communications
staff could administer its own a listserv for newcomers that publicizes City events and posts HRM
employment opportunities.
Action Item #5: Explore opportunities for the three levels of government to co-locate service
centres

Comments: Given that the Provincial Office of Immigration does not directly provide integration
services to newcomers, co-locating centres may not be an appropriate focus for collaboration. One
respondent cited the Greater Halifax Partnership (GHP) immigration strategy as an example of successful
collaboration between the three levels of government and the business community. Respondents
commented positively on the public awareness campaign from the GHP promoting the value of
immigrants to the community.
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Suggestions: Rather than shared service sites, respondents saw
opportunities for the three levels of government to partner on
community consultation and planning. HRM and the Province of
Nova Scotia could collaborate on creating a more welcoming gate
of entry at the airport. HRM could work on providing welcoming
signage and the Newcomers’ Guide, while the Province ensures
guides at the tourist information booth have appropriate language
skills and/or cultural training.

Action Item #6: Collaborate with Halifax Regional School Board
to provide information to students on civics and by-laws
Comments: HRM has not yet contacted the Halifax Regional
School Board on this item. Respondents working with youth saw
great opportunity to coordinating the Plan with the HRM Youth
Engagement Strategy.

“When you’re talking to
immigrants and they’re
saying, ‘These are our
problems,’ they’re going
to span all three levels
of government…There’s
bound to be a fair amount
of repetition between the
municipal plan and the
provincial strategy, because
we’re talking to the same
people and trying to identify
what works. It would be
better to have done that as
a consulting project for the
whole area.”
-Provincial elected official, Interview 2

Suggestions: HRM could provide support to immigrant youth by
expanding the mandate of the existing ‘Diversity Management Team’
to include working with the school system to address newcomerspecific challenges. Revising the youth portion of HRM website to target immigrant youth would provide
increased supported for youth integration, and could offer newcomers another means of finding out
about HRM recreational programs. The HRM youth website could also link local and newcomer youth by
publicizing volunteer opportunities and welcoming events.
Action Item #7: Promote culture in HRM

Comments: The Plan offers five actions HRM will take to ‘promote culture’ in HRM: Supporting the
Cultural Plan in cultural inclusion initiatives, working with local
“Encourage volunteerism
media to promote cultural events and celebrate diverse holidays,
at cross-cultural events:
including these dates in the HRM corporate calendar, undertaking
Not just for the Multicultural
a diversity campaign to promote HRM as a diverse community, and
festival but at things like
ensuring fair representation of the population in public documents.
pancake breakfasts...HRM
As staff did not mention this item in their update to Council, it
can do a lot to promote
remains unclear to what extent these actions have been taken.
Suggestions: Overall, respondents offered supportive comments
on all proposed actions, particularly the representation of ethnic
diversity in HRM publications. At the same time, respondents
believed HRM could do much more to support existing diverse
communities. “There is the vast diversity of cultures that choose
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the fact that we actually
do have a diverse city. You
can go to the library and
celebrate Ramadan!”
-Federal elected official, Interview 23

to live in the HRM. There’s the perception that there is only one when it’s really infinite!” (NGO staff,
Interview 15).

Some noted successfully coordinating Immigration Plan and the Cultural Plan objectives involves more
aspects of the Cultural Plan than those specifically speaking to ‘cultural inclusion,’ as the Immigration
Plan suggests. One municipal employee pointed to the example of public art: “How well does our public
art represent the diverse cultures in our city?’ (Municipal employee, Interview 3). HRM could take a
concrete step towards supporting cultural diversity by providing guaranteed annual funding to the
Multicultural Festival, currently required to re-apply every year.
Organizational/Internal Actions

Action Item #1: Enhance cultural diversity training for customer service and front-line public
facing employees
Comments: HRM Human Resources recently requested the
“[Diversity is] a revolving
CAO to make the cultural sensitivity training course, ‘Respect in
door … it changes
the Workplace,’ part of annual staff professional development.
within hours. We as an
Most respondents saw mandatory diversity training as crucial to
organization have to keep
changing HRM corporate culture; some argued mandatory training up with the changes
would have been more appropriate as a Phase 1 goal. Newcomers
around us.”
in the process of learning English generally prefer face-to-face
-Municipal employee, Interview 8
interactions when accessing services, yet are sometimes referred
to settlement agencies for non-immigration related issues (this
was more commonly noted in relation to provincial services, e.g. tenancy). Enhanced cultural diversity
training will help HRM staff lacking confidence in cross-cultural communication to meet these
challenges and avoid making inappropriate referrals.

Suggestions: Once ‘Respect in the Workplace’ becomes mandatory for all staff, HRM could institute
a requirement that new staff members receive training within a set period of commencing work (e.g.
six months) and that all staff update their training on an annual or semi-annual basis. Other HRM
units could follow the example of HRM police force, which requires staff take the specialized courses
‘Dimensions of Diversity’ and ‘Bias-Free Policing’ on an annual basis. Respondents thought emergency,
recreation and transit staff would particularly benefit as staff frequently come into contact with
newcomers. These three sectors may gain the most from specialized training to help them to meet
challenges of accommodating diversity in their workplaces.
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Action Item #2: Encourage appropriate behaviour and create staff performance accountabilities
for recognizing diversity
Comments: The Plan aims to encourage ‘appropriate behaviour’ by staff in responding to increasing
diversity in the HRM workforce and the general community. Steps include creating performance
accountabilities for recognizing diversity, ensuring supervisors model appropriate behaviour, and holding
employees accountable. None of these actions have been acted on to date.
Suggestions: While respondents appreciated that HRM wishes to create an accommodating workplace,
suggestions focused more on creating an inclusive and accepting work environment than employee
assessment or punishment. One HRM employee thought recognizing diversity comes down to basic
respect for fellow human beings. Grossly inappropriate staff behaviour requires disciplinary action;
however, HRM could prevent such incidents through greater investment in staff cultural diversity training
and by employing a representative workforce.

Tools exist to help municipal staff develop a more inclusive workplace. An appendix in Edmonton’s
Diversity and Inclusivity Framework provides a series of six ‘inclusion lenses’ (Employee, Leadership
and Supervisory, Planning and Policy, Program Development and Services, Communication Services and
Human Resources). HRM could adapt such tools for their own use or develop their own based on existing
policies.
Action Item #3: Enhance emergency service protocols for dealing with diverse languages

Comments: HRM does not currently having an emergency services protocol for dealing with diverse
language needs. One municipal employee noted HRM Police have for years relied on settlement agencies
for language support (Interview 8). While the respondent perceived this system as effective, mandate of
settlement agencies does not include resources or training for emergency translation. Moreover, reliance
on this ‘ad-hoc’ system may comprise public safety as the availability of translation depends on the
backgrounds of individual employees at local settlement agencies.
Suggestions: As discussed above, HRM can fill this service gap most effectively in the short-term by
contracting an independent translation service on an as-needed basis.

Plan Review
The Plan does not stipulate requirements for evaluation or review, but speaks to HRM’s “ongoing
commitment” to fulfilling the recommendations of the Plan. In a recent update to Regional Council, HRM
staff indicated interest in revising the Plan as it moves into Phase 2. Respondents primarily spoke to what
they saw as important elements missing from the current Plan, stakeholders interest in Plan review and
the importance of clearly designating responsibility within the organization.
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Though respondents characterized the current HRM Immigration Action Plan as a move in the right
direction, most saw the need for substantial revision. Respondents observed three critical shortcomings
of the current Plan. First, the document lacks specific, measurable objectives; it is difficult to assess the
success or failure of ‘soft targets’ such as being welcoming. Second, not all of the short-term actions have
been taken, and there is no defined timeframe for the long to medium-term actions. Third and most
critically, senior management has allocated insufficient resources for implementation.
Respondents from various public and private agencies expressed
interest in participating in the upcoming Plan review. HRM business
units with diversity strategies such as the police force and library also
expressed interest in participating in a review process. Respondents
highlighted the importance of including elected leadership and senior
staff in the ongoing discussion. Many saw value in giving immigration
a higher profile: “We need members of the council that will take up

“Initially, because it was
the first time it was done,
they could only skim the
surface…[T]here has to
be a second part to the
immigration strategy. It
needs to be included in our
the charge and speak out a little bit. Just bring it up at council and
strategic directions. If it’s
talk about it” (Provincial elected official, Interview 2).
an HRM strategic direction
then that means that every
While the respondents interviewed provide the perspective of service
single business unit has
providers, only newcomers themselves can answer whether HRM
to identify this as part of
currently provides accessible, sufficient or appropriate services for
their strategic directive.
their communities. HRM consultation with newcomers concerning
That goes from transit, to
their experiences with the City would complement the findings of this
planning and development,
report and provide a solid grounding for the review process. While
to libraries, to all of our
engaging recent immigrants still in a period of intense transition may
business units.”
not be appropriate, respondents indicated most newcomers would
welcome the opportunity to speak to the City about their experiences
and aspirations.

-Municipal employee, Interview 3

Designating Responsibility

As Plan objectives cut across departments, it remains unclear which department bears responsibility
for plan implementation, evaluation and circulation. The absence of a clear mandate may compromise
the ability of staff in departments other than Cultural Affairs and Human Resources to integrate Plan
objectives with their own departmental concerns. One municipal employee who had been involved in the
initial stages of the Plan had never seen the final version, and wondered how or if it had been internally
circulated (Interview 3). HRM has several options for designating responsibility.
Option 1: Continue with the status quo of tasking individual staff members within Cultural Affairs with
the external plan objectives, with Human Resources covering the internal objectives under its diversity
mandate. Should the City pursue this strategy, it may wish to consider the relationship between staff and
financial resources and plan success. At minimum, implementing the external goals of the Immigration
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Plan requires a part-time position within Cultural Affairs; significantly more could be achieved with a fulltime position. Council may wish to consider increasing the annual operating budget from its current level
of $5,000/year, a far smaller investment than many other Canadian
“It was hard for us as
municipalities with immigration strategies.
Option 2: Create an Immigration Coordinator position responsible
for reporting on Plan implementation across HRM departments.
The position could be housed within Cultural Affairs and work with
the Human Resources diversity coordinator on internal goals. The
Coordinator would have a mandate to link the Action Plan with
departmental objectives and other community program, similar to
the Immigration Recruitment and Retention Strategy Coordinator
at the City of Saskatoon. (For more information on immigration
planning in Saskatoon, see Appendix C).

Option 3: Establish a unit at City Hall dedicated to diversity and
immigration modeled on the Diversity and Inclusion branch of the
Deputy Mayor’s office in the City of Edmonton. This option would
require greater internal reorganization and resourcing, but may
better serve the City’s long-term interests by fostering a corporate
culture of diversity that would enable other units to use the ‘lens
of inclusivity’ in policy making and service provision. (For more
information on immigration planning in Edmonton, see Appendix C).

Summary of Findings on Plan Review

organizations to establish
ongoing relationships with
people within HRM to help
them because the people
would change”
-NGO staff, Interview 13

“Tens of different people
work in silos on topics
related to diversity…if we
collaborated we could come
up with a corporate plan
for respect, inclusivity and
diversity that could include
immigration.”
-HRM employee, Interview 6

“[Without] senior level to
lead their efforts, nobody is
accountable for delivering
results”
-NGO staff, Interview 20

1. The current Immigration Action Plan lacks essential
components including measurable objectives, a clear
timeframe and attached resources for implementation.
2. Settlement service providers want to help HRM achieve its vision of being a welcoming community
by participating in the Plan review. Directly engaging newcomers would complement their
feedback and provide another perspective on. Inviting staff from HRM units that deal directly
with newcomers (transportation, the library, policing and recreation) to participate in Plan review
process would help build on their successes and address concerns particular to specific units.
3. Creating a position for an immigration plan coordinator and ensuring existing staff
have sufficient resources for implementation would greatly assist HRM staff in achieving the
vision presented by City Council, and would help community stakeholders to build and maintain
relationships with City staff.
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5.0 Recommendations

University of Melbourne professor Carolyn Whitzman proposes managing social change at the local level
requires four types of leadership: Political, administrative, community, and research. With these ‘four
legs’ in place, she argues, “the table can carry a lot of weight” (Whitzman, 2008, 2). Increasing diversity
in HRM presents an administrative and political challenge; even defining the terms can prove tricky. In
this section, I propose eight dimensions of a ‘welcoming HRM,’ based on the literature and definitions
proposed by respondents. While far from comprehensive, this list can serve as a starting point for greater
discussion.

1. A welcoming HRM is safe. Many people move here with young families or to go to
school: Along with employment and education, safety is their primary concern.

2. A welcoming HRM uses existing public spaces, community programs and civic
events to support increasing diversity, while continuing to fund special events that
introduce newcomers to the city and provide opportunities to meet locals.

3. A welcoming HRM adopts an inclusive approach to new plans, policies and
infrastructure, from public art to swimming pools, based on ongoing consultation with
community groups.
4. A welcoming HRM leads the pack as an employer and promoter of corporate
diversity.

5. A welcoming HRM acknowledges attaining equal satisfaction in customer
service provision requires meeting distinct needs based on linguistic and cultural
differences, and allocates sufficient resources to meet those needs.

6. A welcoming HRM communicates with residents in language that ensures everyone
can understand how basic municipal services work and has equal access to them.
7. A welcoming HRM engages and supports multicultural and ethnic communities
as well as settlement service providers as critical partners in newcomer
integration.
8. A welcoming HRM provides newcomers with opportunities for political
participation and volunteerism and connects them to their community
representatives.

Most of the existing actions under the Plan can be linked to one of these characteristics. In Table 3, I
identify which Plan actions support each characteristic and summarize respondent recommendations on
each action item.
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6. Provides information about
municipal services in accessible

5. Offers respectful customer service
to everyone

4. Leads the pack as an employer and
promoter of corporate diversity

Website Improvements

Establish a “Where in the World” section in the HRM
News employee newsletter

Fulfill HRM’s diversity mandate to ensure employees
represent the population they serve

Actively communicate to settlement service providers and cultural groups about how to register in HRM
recreation programming

Utilize HRM access centres to link immigrants with
existing servicesw

3. Adopts an inclusive approach to
new plans, policies and infrastructure

Continue municipal support of citizenship ceremonies through provision of venue and participation of Council

Host citizenship ceremonies

Encourage appropriate behaviour and create staff
performance accountabilities for recognizing diversity

Enhance cultural diversity training for customer
service and front-line public facing employees

Coordinate Immigration Plan and the Cultural Plan to promote the vast diversity of cultures that live in the
HRM

Promote culture in HRM

Provide critical information such as emergency contacts in languages other than English, either in text or short
audio clips

Focus on creating an inclusive and accepting work environment by investing in staff cultural diversity training
and by employing a representative workforce

Require emergency, recreation and transit staff be given training to help them meet challenges specific to
accommodating diversity in their work

Make ‘Respect in the Workplace’ mandatory for all staff, required by new staff within a set period of
commencing work (e.g. six months), and updated on an annual or semi-annual basis.

Advise HRM staff to avoid making inappropriate referrals to settlement service providers

Make HRM’s annual Corporate Diversity into a celebratory event that promotes the City as both an employer
and supporter of diverse communities

Encourage staff to volunteer with professional development programs for immigrants

Market the benefits of MISA work placements to all HRM business units and set interdepartmental targets for
participation rates

Track statistics on employee diversity

Use plain language and a variety of communication tools and styles when reaching out to diverse communities
Employ social and alternative media such as Touchbase to publicize local events and HRM employment
opportunities

Work with local authorities and the provincial government to provide welcoming signage and the Newcomers’
Guide at the HRM Airport Tourism Office

Improve staff training in communications, in
particular in providing plain language correspondence

Explore opportunities for the three levels of
government to co-locate service centres

Display the HRM official diversity policy in existing service centres

Extend support for growing ethnic communities by creating more public meeting spaces

Consult with immigrant communities to identify new sports or cultural activities that might be added to
existing recreation programming

Provide brochures with clear information in a few common languages on how and when to dispose of recycling
and compost via settlement providers, ethnic organizations and at HRM service centres

Evaluate accessibility of transit system; the bus system is confusing and roads are often missing signage.

Promote ceremonies to non-immigrants as an opportunity to renew citizenship vows and meet new people

Follow-up on the recommendations of the 2008 Report “Violence and Public Safety in the HRM”

2. Uses existing public spaces,
community programs and civic events
to support increasing diversity

None

None

Recommendations

1. Prioritizes public safety

Phase II Actions

Phase I Actions

A Welcoming HRM…

Table 3: Summary of Recommendations (Page 1 of 2)

8. Provides newcomers opportunity for
political participation and volunteerism

7. Actively engages all community
partners involved in the settlement
process

Develop a ‘Newcomers’ Guide to HRM’

6. Provides information about
municipal services in accessible
manner (continued)

Provide letters of welcome to newcomers from mayors
and councillors

Develop a list of potential interpreters with the HRM
workforce

Phase I Actions

A Welcoming HRM…

Collaborate with Halifax Regional School Board to
provide information to students on civics and by-laws

Increase diverse community representation on
municipal committees and in policy and event planning

Work with community partners to provide HRM service
information in multiple languages

Enhance emergency service protocols for dealing with
diverse languages

Develop additional versions of the “Newcomers’ Guide to
HRM” in Arabic, Spanish, Farsi, Russian and French

Phase II Actions

Use social networking site to link local and newcomer youth and publicize volunteer opportunities

Provide increased supported for youth integration through mainstream recreational programs

Revise the youth portion of the website to target newcomers

Expand the mandate of the ‘Diversity Management Team’ to include working in the school system to address
challenges specific to newcomer youth

Extending invitations for ethnic and cultural groups organizations to participate and volunteerism at traditional
as well as culture-themed events (e.g. Natal Day parade)

Expand support for the MISA bus tours and offer a similar tour for the international student community arriving
every September

Provide funds for neighbourhoods to welcome immigrants by holding welcoming events

Consulting segments of the population not generally targeted by HRM planning such as international students

Include smaller service providers in discussions about settlement

Ensure translators are available at city meetings when required

Connect newcomers to local politicians and political processes through creative mechanisms such as offering
classes on urban citizenship at the settlement agencies

Hold regular ‘meet and greet’ events between elected representatives and newcomers

Contract a translation service on an as-needed basis, while seeking to increase internal capacity by placing
language skills requirements on some positions.

No comments as this document has been create but has not yet been made public

A contract with independent translation service to fill this gap on an as-needed basis should be created within
the next six months

Engage service providers and community groups earlier and more consistently when revising the Guide (and
other document related to settlement services) to ensure the correct information is included

Consider alternative methods of updating and distributing the Guide, such as putting the Guide online in the form
of an e-document.

Provide translated information on the core services required by newcomers at all levels of government

Ensure revised Guide reflects a more appropriate level of English for ESL newcomers

Provide Newcomers’ Guide at all transportation nodes

Recommendations
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Message from the Mayor
DYfqÛj]_agfkÛg^Û8ldYfla[Û:YfY\YÛYj]Û]ph]ja]f[af_Ûka_fax[YflÛhghmdYlagfÛ\][daf]kÛ
K`akÛ`YkÛk]jagmkÛaehda[YlagfkÛ^gjÛl`]Û^mlmj]Û¤Û][gfgea[YddqÛkg[aYddqÛYf\Û[mdlmjYddqÛ
8dl`gm_`Û^]\]jYdÛYf\Ûhjgnaf[aYdÛ_gn]jfe]flkÛ`Yn]ÛhjaeYjqÛj]khgfkaZadalqÛ^gjÛae¤
ea_jYlagfÛl`]Û8ldYfla[ÛDYqgjk¿Û:gf_j]kkÛZ]da]n]kÛl`YlÛgmjÛ[geemfala]kÛ[YfÛhdYqÛ
YfÛaehgjlYflÛjgd]ÛafÛYlljY[laf_Ûo]d[geaf_Ûafl]_jYlaf_ÛYf\Ûj]lYafaf_Ûf]o[ge]jkÛlgÛ
8ldYfla[Û:YfY\Y
K`]Û[mjj]flÛklYlakla[kÛYj]ÛklY__]jaf_Û8ldYfla[Û:YfY\YÛj][]an]kÛd]kkÛl`YfÛlogÛh]j[]flÛ
g^ÛYddÛaeea_jYflkÛlgÛ:YfY\YÛ¤¤ÛYf\ÛYdegklÛÛh]j[]flÛg^Ûl`gk]Ûaeea_jYflkÛ]n]flm¤
YddqÛ[`ggk]ÛlgÛk]lld]ÛafÛgl`]jÛhYjlkÛg^Ûl`]Û[gmfljqÛN]ÛemklÛka_fax[YfldqÛaehjgn]Û
l`]k]ÛfmeZ]jk
@lÛakÛgfdqÛl`jgm_`ÛZ]ll]jÛaf^gjeYlagfÛk`Yjaf_ÛYf\ÛYÛ[gdd][lan]Û[geeale]flÛZqÛYddÛ
d]n]dkÛg^Û_gn]jfe]flÛYf\Ûafl]j]kl]\Ûgj_YfarYlagfkÛl`YlÛo]ÛoaddÛZ]ÛYZd]ÛlgÛaehjgn]Û
8ldYfla[Û:YfY\Y¿kÛaeea_jYlagfÛj][gj\Û=gjÛ]pYehd]Ûaeea_jYlagfÛk`gmd\ÛZ]ÛYÛ
ka_fax[YflÛ[gehgf]flÛg^Ûl`]Û^gjeYdÛljahYjlal]ÛY_j]]e]flÛl`YlÛakÛhYjlÛg^Ûl`]Û=]\]jYdÛ
Y_j]]e]flÛlgÛk`Yj]Û_YkÛlYpÛj]n]fm]kÛoal`Ûemfa[ahYdala]k
8lÛl`]Û8ldYfla[Û@eea_jYlagfÛ:gf^]j]f[]Û`]d\ÛafÛ?Yda^YpÛafÛDYqÛÛj]hj]k]flYlan]kÛ
^jgeÛl`j]]Ûd]n]dkÛg^Û_gn]jfe]flÛ[geemfalqÛ_jgmhkÛYf\ÛYÛfmeZ]jÛg^Ûj][]flÛaeea¤
_jYflkÛa\]flax]\ÛoYqkÛ^gjÛ[geemfala]kÛafÛ8ldYfla[Û:YfY\YÛlgÛeYc]ÛgmjÛj]_agfÛegj]Û
YlljY[lan]ÛYf\Ûo]d[geaf_ÛlgÛaeea_jYflkÛ8Ûj]kmdlaf_Ûj]hgjlÛoaddÛhjgna\]ÛaffgnYlan]Û
a\]YkÛYf\Ûkm__]klagfkÛ^gjÛaehjgnaf_Ûaeea_jYlagfÛafÛgmjÛj]_agf
@f\ana\mYdÛemfa[ahYdala]kÛ[YfÛ^gddgo¤mhÛgfÛl`]k]Û`a_`Ûd]n]dÛa\]YkÛZqÛ\]l]jeafaf_Û
o`YlÛkh][ax[ÛY[lagfkÛl`]qÛ[YfÛlYc]ÛafÛl`]ajÛgofÛ[geemfala]kÛlgÛeYc]ÛgmjÛj]_agfÛ
egj]ÛYlljY[lan]ÛYf\Ûo]d[geaf_Û^gjÛf]o[ge]jkÛK`]Û?IDÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ8[lagfÛGdYfÛ
\g]kÛbmklÛl`Yl
@ÛYeÛ[gfx\]flÛl`YlÛZqÛogjcaf_Ûlg_]l`]jÛo]Û[YfÛeYc]ÛYÛ\a^^]j]f[]
I]kh][l^mddqÛ@Ûj]eYaf

G]l]jÛAÛB]ddq
DYqgj

~
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Message from the CAO
?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛDmfa[ahYdalq¿kÛhjaeYjqÛjgd]ÛafÛaeea_jYlagfÛakÛlgÛ[j]Yl]ÛYf\Û
eYaflYafÛYÛo]d[geaf_Û[geemfalqÛN]ÛemklÛf]n]jÛ^gj_]lÛl`YlÛaeea_jYlagfÛakÛYZgmlÛ
h]ghd]Û@fÛgj\]jÛlgÛaf[j]Yk]Ûl`]ÛfmeZ]jÛg^Ûaf\ana\mYdkÛYf\Û^Yeada]kÛo`gÛegn]ÛlgÛgmjÛ
j]_agfÛYf\ÛklYqÛafÛl`]Ûdgf_Ûl]jeÛo]ÛemklÛ[j]Yl]ÛYÛo]d[geaf_Û]fnajgfe]fl
?IDÛakÛ[geeall]\ÛlgÛhjgna\af_Ûl`]ÛZ]klÛhgkkaZd]Ûk]jna[]kÛlgÛalkÛj]ka\]flkÛ8kÛo]Û
ogjcÛlgoYj\kÛ[j]Ylaf_ÛYÛegj]Ûafnalaf_Û[geemfalqÛ^gjÛf]o[ge]jkÛ@ÛZ]da]n]Ûl`YlÛYfqÛ
Y[lagfÛo]Ûmf\]jlYc]ÛYkÛYÛemfa[ahYdalqÛoaddÛZ]Ûkmhhgjl]\ÛZqÛgmjÛj]ka\]flkÛ@lÛoaddÛ
afkladdÛhja\]ÛafÛgmjÛj]_agfÛYf\Ûklj]f_l`]fÛl`]Ûj]dYlagfk`ahÛZ]lo]]fÛj]ka\]flkÛYf\Û
_gn]jfe]fl
@fÛAmf]Û@Û`gkl]\Û?ID¿kÛaeea_jYlagfÛ^gjmeÛlgÛ\ak[mkkÛkh][ax[ÛafalaYlan]kÛo]Û[gmd\Û
mf\]jlYc]ÛYkÛYfÛgj_YfarYlagfÛlgÛegn]Û?IDÛlgoYj\kÛZ][geaf_ÛYÛegj]Ûo]d[geaf_Û
[geemfalqÛNal`ÛafhmlÛ^jgeÛj]hj]k]flYlan]kÛg^ÛZmkaf]kkÛ_gn]jfe]flÛfgl¤^gj¤hjgxlÛ
gj_YfarYlagfkÛaeea_jYflÛk]lld]e]flÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛYf\Ûaeea_jYflkÛl`]ek]dn]kÛo]Û
\]n]dgh]\Ûl`akÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ8[lagfÛGdYf
@ÛYeÛ[gfx\]flÛl`YlÛZqÛaehd]e]flaf_Ûl`]Ûj][gee]f\YlagfkÛhmlÛ^gjl`ÛafÛl`akÛ8[lagfÛ
GdYfÛo]Û[YfÛeYc]Ûka_fax[YflÛhjg_j]kk

>]gj_]ÛD[C]ddYf
:`a]^Û8\eafakljYlan]ÛF^x[]j
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Background
@fÛDYqÛÛ?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛ:gmf[adÛY\ghl]\Ûl`]Û^gddgoaf_ÛnakagfÛ?Yda^YpÛ
I]_agfYdÛDmfa[ahYdalqÛakÛYÛo]d[geaf_Û[geemfalqÛo`]j]Ûaeea_jYlagfÛakÛkmhhgjl]\Û
Yf\Û]f[gmjY_]\Û?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛDmfa[ahYdalqÛoaddÛogjcÛoal`Ûgl`]jÛd]n]dkÛg^Û
_gn]jfe]flÛYf\Û[geemfalqÛhYjlf]jkÛlgÛaf[j]Yk]ÛgmjÛ[gdd][lan]Û[mdlmjYdÛkg[aYdÛYf\Û
][gfgea[Û\an]jkalqÛZqÛo]d[geaf_Ûaeea_jYflkÛlgÛgmjÛ[geemfalqÛÛ
8kÛ`ge]ÛlgÛÉÛg^Û8ldYfla[Û:YfY\aYfÛaeea_jYflkÛYf\Û ÉÛg^Ûaeea_jYflkÛlgÛEgnYÛ
J[glaYÛ?IDÛ`YkÛYÛka_fax[YflÛn]kl]\Ûafl]j]klÛafÛhjgna\af_Ûl`]ÛegklÛo]d[geaf_Û
]fnajgfe]flÛhgkkaZd]Û^gjÛf]o[ge]jkÛ?ID¿kÛYZadalqÛlgÛeYaflYafÛYf\ÛZmad\ÛmhgfÛl`]Û
aeea_jYflÛhghmdYlagfÛakÛ^mf\Ye]flYdÛlgÛgmjÛj]_agf¿kÛ][gfgea[Ûkg[aYdÛYf\Û[mdlmjYdÛ
km[[]kk
@fÛ8m_mklÛÛl`]ÛGjgnaf[]Ûg^ÛEgnYÛJ[glaYÛj]d]Yk]\Û8Û=jYe]ogjcÛ^gjÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ
YÛ\ak[mkkagfÛhYh]jÛk]]caf_ÛafhmlÛ^gjÛl`]Û\]n]dghe]flÛg^ÛYÛGjgnaf[aYdÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ
JljYl]_qÛYÛhjg[]kkÛafÛo`a[`Û?IDÛhYjla[ahYl]\ÛEgnYÛJ[glaY¿kÛ@eea_jYlagfÛJljYl¤
]_qÛj][g_far]kÛl`]ÛaehgjlYflÛjgd]Ûl`YlÛemfa[ahYdÛ_gn]jfe]flÛhdYqkÛafÛ]\m[Ylaf_Û
[alar]fkÛYZgmlÛl`]ÛZ]f]xlkÛg^Ûaeea_jYlagfÛYf\Û\]n]dghaf_Ûkh][ax[Û[geemfalq¤d]n]dÛ
kljYl]_a]kÛK`]ÛkljYl]_qÛklYl]kÛl`YlÛl`]ÛGjgnaf[]ÛoaddÛYkkaklÛemfa[ahYdala]kÛafl]j]kl]\Û
afÛYlljY[laf_Ûaeea_jYflkÛZqÛ]f_Y_af_Ûl`]eÛafÛeYjc]laf_ÛYf\ÛhjgeglagfYdÛ]^^gjlkÛ
Yf\Û\]n]dghaf_Ûk]jna[]Û\]dan]jqÛ[YhY[alq
K`]Û8ldYfla[Û@eea_jYlagfÛ:gf^]j]f[]Û`gkl]\ÛZqÛl`]Û8ldYfla[ÛDYqgj¿kÛ:gf_j]kkÛafÛ
DYqÛÛkgm_`lÛlgÛa\]fla^qÛoYqkÛ^gjÛ[geemfala]kÛY[jgkkÛ8ldYfla[Û:YfY\YÛlgÛogjcÛ
lg_]l`]jÛYf\Ûk`Yj]ÛZ]klÛhjY[la[]kÛafÛl]jekÛg^ÛYlljY[laf_Ûo]d[geaf_Ûafl]_jYlaf_ÛYf\Û
j]lYafaf_Ûf]o[ge]jkÛlgÛl`]Ûj]_agf
K`]Û>j]Yl]jÛ?Yda^YpÛGYjlf]jk`ahÛ`YkÛd]\Ûl`]Û\]n]dghe]flÛg^ÛYÛ[geemfalq¤ZYk]\Û
?Yda^YpÛI]_agfÛ@eea_jYlagfÛJljYl]_qÛK`]ÛkljYl]_qÛoaddÛk]jn]ÛYkÛYÛjgY\eYhÛ^gjÛ
l`]Ûkm[[]kk^mdÛaehd]e]flYlagfÛg^ÛYÛ[geemfalqÛhYjlf]jk`ahÛeg\]dÛ[gfkaklaf_Ûg^ÛZmka¤
f]kkÛ_gn]jfe]flÛ][gfgea[Û\]n]dghe]flÛYf\Ûk]lld]e]fl¤hjgna\af_Ûgj_YfarYlagfkÛ
K`]ÛkljYl]_qÛoaddÛYdkgÛaf[dm\]ÛYfÛYhhjgY[`ÛlgÛaf[j]Ykaf_Ûl`]ÛYlljY[lagfÛYf\Ûj]l]flagfÛ
g^Ûf]oÛaeea_jYflkÛafÛY\\alagfÛlgÛYÛdg_a[YdÛYhhjgY[`ÛlgÛY\\j]kkaf_Ûaee]\aYl]Ûk`gjl¤
l]jeÛY[lagfkÛYf\Ûe]\ameÛlgÛdgf_¤l]jeÛafalaYlan]k
J]n]jYdÛ?IDÛafalaYlan]kÛaf[dm\af_Ûl`]ÛI]_agfYdÛGdYfÛ<[gfgea[ÛJljYl]_qÛYf\Û
:mdlmjYdÛGdYfÛa\]fla^qÛaeea_jYlagfÛYkÛhdYqaf_ÛYÛka_fax[YflÛjgd]ÛafÛY\\j]kkaf_ÛgmjÛ
j]_agf¿kÛ][gfgea[Ûkg[aYdÛYf\Û[mdlmjYdÛj]Ydala]kÛafÛq]YjkÛlgÛ[ge]Û?IDÛoaddÛogjcÛ
[gddYZgjYlan]dqÛoal`ÛgmjÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛl`]ÛGjgnaf[]ÛYf\Ûoal`afÛl`]Û=]\]jYdÛ
j]_mdYlgjqÛ^jYe]ogjcÛlgÛ^mjl`]jÛgmjÛnakagfÛg^Û?IDÛYkÛYÛo]d[geaf_Û[geemfalqÛ
o`]j]Ûaeea_jYlagfÛakÛkmhhgjl]\ÛYf\Û]f[gmjY_]\
:gfka\]jaf_ÛYddÛghhgjlmfala]kÛ[mjj]fldqÛYnYadYZd]ÛYf\Ûl`gk]Ûo`a[`Û[YfÛZ]Û[j]Yl]\Û
o]Û[geealÛlgÛ]f`Yf[af_Ûl`]Û]ph]ja]f[]kÛg^Ûaeea_jYflkÛafÛgmjÛ[geemfalqÛZqÛmf\]j¤
lYcaf_ÛYÛk]ja]kÛg^Ûkh][ax[ÛY[lagfkÛlgÛY\\j]kkÛk]jna[]Ûf]]\kÛoal`afÛgmjÛgj_YfarYlagf
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HRM Immigration Action Plan
?ID¿kÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ8[lagfÛGdYfÛoaddÛ[gehdae]flÛl`]ÛEgnYÛJ[glaYÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ
JljYl]_qÛo`ad]Ûj][g_faraf_Ûl`]Ûemfa[ahYdÛeYf\Yl]ÛYf\Ûkmhhgjlaf_Ûl`]Ûc]qÛ[gehg¤
f]flkÛg^Ûl`]Û?Yda^YpÛI]_agfÛ@eea_jYlagfÛJljYl]_qÛÛ9][Ymk]Ûg^Ûl`]Ûd]n]dÛg^Û\an]jkalqÛ
afÛgmjÛj]_agfÛ?IDÛakÛmfaim]ÛYf\Ûhj]hYj]\ÛlgÛmf\]jlYc]Ûhgkalan]Û[`Yf_]kÛl`YlÛoaddÛ
YddgoÛmkÛlgÛegj]Û]^^][lan]dqÛk]jn]ÛgmjÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfalqÛ?IDÛ[mjj]fldqÛ`YkÛafÛ
hdY[]ÛYÛ:geemfalqÛIY[]ÛI]dYlagfkÛhgda[qÛl`YlÛoaddÛYkkaklÛmkÛafÛhjgna\af_Ûk]jna[]kÛlgÛ
\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛN]ÛYj]Û[geeall]\ÛlgÛ]fkmjaf_Ûl`YlÛgmjÛk]jna[]Û\]dan]jqÛe]]lkÛ
f]oÛYf\Û\a^^]jaf_Ûf]]\k

What we heard:
8lÛl`]Û?IDÛ@eea_jYlagfÛ=gjmeÛ`gkl]\ÛafÛAmf]ÛÛhYjla[ahYflkÛk`Yj]\Ûa\]YkÛYkÛ
lgÛ`goÛo]Û[YfÛZ][ge]ÛYÛegj]Ûo]d[geaf_Û[geemfalqÛGYjla[ahYflkÛ\ak[mkk]\Ûk]n]jYdÛ
Yj]YkÛ^gjÛaehjgn]e]flÛYf\Ûhjgna\]\ÛZgl`Ûaee]\aYl]Û¨lgÛZ]Ûaehd]e]fl]\Ûgn]jÛl`]Û
f]plÛ~Ûegfl`k©ÛYf\Ûe]\ameÛlgÛdgf_Ûl]jeÛj][gee]f\YlagfkÛ¨lgÛZ]Ûj]na]o]\Ûq]Yjdq©
KogÛhjagjalqÛYj]YkÛo]j]Ûa\]flax]\
ÝÛ :geemfa[YlagfkÛ¨]pl]jfYdÛ^g[mk©Û@ehjgnaf_Û`goÛo]Û[geemfa[Yl]Ûoal`ÛYf\Û
k]jn]Ûj]ka\]flkÛg^Û\an]jk]Û[mdlmj]kÛYf\ÛZY[c_jgmf\kÛÛ
ÝÛ Fj_YfarYlagfYdÛ¨afl]jfYdÛ^g[mk©ÛI]¤[gfka\]jaf_ÛgmjÛgj_YfarYlagfYdÛkljm[lmj]Û
@fÛhYjla[mdYjÛ`goÛo]Ûj][jmalÛljYafÛYf\Ûmladar]Û]ehdgq]]k
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Communications - External Focus
?IDÛakÛ[mjj]fldqÛ]pYeafaf_Ûe]l`g\kÛ^gjÛaf[j]Ykaf_Ûl`]ÛY[[]kkaZadalqÛg^Ûemfa[ahYdÛ
hjg_jYekÛYf\Ûk]jna[]kÛlgÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛDYfqÛhjg_jYekÛkm[`ÛYkÛj][j]YlagfÛ
kgda\ÛoYkl]ÛdaZjYjqÛhgda[]ÛYf\Ûxj]ÛemklÛZ]Ûegj]ÛY[[]kkaZd]ÛlgÛf]o[ge]jkÛK`]Û
hjgnakagfÛg^ÛZ]ll]jÛYf\Ûegj]Û[mdlmjYddqÛeaf\^mdÛaf^gjeYlagfÛakÛf][]kkYjqÛlgÛ[ge¤
emfa[Yl]Û`goÛf]o[ge]jkÛeYqÛhYjla[ahYl]ÛYf\Ûaf[j]Yk]Ûl`]ajÛafngdn]e]flÛafÛgmjÛ
[geemfalq

Phase I – Short Term Actions
Fn]jÛl`]Ûf]plÛq]YjÛ?IDÛoadd
Lk]Û[geemfa[YlagfkÛlggdkÛlgÛeYc]Ûf]o[ge]jkÛ^]]dÛo]d[ge]ÛYf\Ûk`Yj]ÛaehgjlYflÛ
af^gjeYlagfÛYZgmlÛ?ID
ÝÛ NgjcÛoal`Û:alar]fk`ahÛYf\Û@eea_jYlagfÛ:YfY\YÛlgÛ`gd\Û[alar]fk`ahÛ[]j]eg¤
fa]kÛafÛ?IDÛ^Y[adala]kÛYf\Ûhjgna\]Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛgfÛemfa[ahYdÛk]jna[]kÛ^gddgo¤
af_Ûl`]Ûk]kkagfk
ÝÛ Gjgna\]Ûo]d[ge]Ûd]ll]jkÛ^jgeÛDYqgjÛYf\Û:gmf[addgjkÛlgÛf]o[ge]jk
ÝÛ N]Zkal]Ûaehjgn]e]flkÛaf[dm\af_
ÝÛ hgklÛo]d[geaf_Ûj]eYjckÛ^gjÛnYjagmkÛ]l`fa[Û[geemfala]kÛafÛl`]ajÛgofÛdYf¤
_mY_]ÛgfÛl`]Û?IDÛo]Zkal]
ÝÛ ^jgflÛhY_]ÛhgjlYdÛ^gjÛf]o[ge]jkÛoal`Ûo]ZÛdafckÛlgÛc]qÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛg^Û
afl]j]klÛkm[`ÛYkÛk]lld]e]flÛYf\Û[mdlmjYdÛYkkg[aYlagfk
ÝÛ ogjcÛoal`Ûgl`]jÛd]n]dkÛg^Û_gn]jfe]flÛYf\Û[geemfalqÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛlgÛ
hjgna\]Û[ggj\afYl]\Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛYf\Ûdafck
ÝÛ NgjcÛoal`ÛgmjÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛYf\Û[geemfalqÛhYjlf]jkÛlgÛ\]n]dghÛYÛ
E]o[ge]jk¿Û>ma\]ÛlgÛ?IDÛYÛhjafl]\ÛYf\Û]d][ljgfa[Û\aj][lgjqÛg^Ûk]jna[]kÛ
YnYadYZd]ÛafÛ?IDÛ8fÛ<f_dak`ÛdYf_mY_]Ûn]jkagfÛoaddÛZ]Û\]n]dgh]\ÛafÛG`Yk]Û@Û
Jh][ax[Ûk]jna[]kÛYf\Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛlgÛ`a_`da_`lÛoaddÛZ]Û\]l]jeaf]\ÛafÛ[gfkmdlY¤
lagfÛoal`Ûl`]Û[geemfalqÛZmlÛeYqÛaf[dm\]
ÝÛ GmZda[ÛljYfkhgjlYlagf
ÝÛ I][j]YlagfÛYf\ÛCaZjYja]k
ÝÛ Gjgh]jlqÛlYp]k
ÝÛ >YjZY_]ÛYf\Ûj][q[daf_
ÝÛ JfgoÛj]egnYdÛk[`]\md]
ÝÛ NYl]jÛYf\Ûk]o]j
ÝÛ 9mad\af_ÛYÛ`gmk]
ÝÛ ?IDÛ[gflY[lÛaf^gjeYlagf
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NgjcÛlgÛZ]ll]jÛmf\]jklYf\ÛgmjÛ[`Ydd]f_]kÛYf\Ûaehjgn]Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛk`Yjaf_Ûg^Û
?IDÛk]jna[]kÛoal`Û[alar]fk
ÝÛ ;]n]dghÛYfÛY\nakgjqÛ_jgmhÛg^ÛklY^^ÛYf\Û[alar]fkÛlgÛa\]fla^qÛkh][ax[Û[`Ydd]f_]kÛ
[gf[]jfkÛYf\Ûf]]\kÛg^Û\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛafÛY[[]kkaf_Û?IDÛk]jna[]kÛYf\Û
hjg_jYekÛ=g[mkÛgfÛakgdYlagfÛj]\m[lagfÛYf\Û]fkmj]ÛY\]imYl]ÛY[[]kkÛ^gjÛ\an]jk]Û
[geemfala]k
ÝÛ ?IDÛoaddÛogjcÛoal`Ûaeea_jYflÛ[geemfala]kÛlgÛ\]l]jeaf]Ûkh][ax[Û[`Yd¤
d]f_]kÛYf\ÛlgÛaehjgn]Ûk]jna[]Ûhjgnakagf
ÝÛ ?IDÛY[[]kkÛ[]flj]kÛoaddÛZ]Ûmladar]\Ûo`]j]ÛYhhjghjaYl]ÛlgÛdafcÛaeea_jYflkÛ
oal`Û]paklaf_Ûk]jna[]kÛ:mklge]jÛk]jna[]Û[]flj]kÛdaZjYjqÛ¬Ûj][j]YlagfÛ^Y[adala]kÛ
Yf\Ûhjg_jYekÛoaddÛZ]Ûmk]\ÛlgÛhjgna\]Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛl`YlÛoaddÛYkkaklÛf]oÛaeea¤
_jYflkÛoal`Ûk]lld]e]flÛafÛgmjÛj]_agf

Phase II – Medium and Long-Term Actions
=gddgoaf_Ûl`]Û[gehd]lagfÛg^ÛG`Yk]Û@ÛY[lanala]kÛ?IDÛoaddÛ]phYf\ÛmhgfÛl`gk]ÛafalaY¤
lan]kÛYf\
ÝÛ J]]cÛghhgjlmfala]kÛlgÛhYjlf]jÛoal`Ûk]lld]e]flÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛYf\Ûmfan]jkala]kÛ
¨YÛkljgf_Ûj]kgmj[]Ûl`jgm_`Ûl`]ajÛdYf_mY_]Û^Y[mdla]k©ÛlgÛhjgna\]Û?IDÛk]jna[]Û
af^gjeYlagfÛafÛemdlahd]ÛdYf_mY_]kÛlgÛY\\j]kkÛl`]Ûf]]\kÛg^Ûaeea_jYflÛ[geem¤
fala]k
ÝÛ NgjcÛoal`ÛgmjÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛYf\Û[geemfalqÛhYjlf]jkÛlgÛhjg\m[]ÛY\¤
\alagfYdÛn]jkagfkÛg^Ûl`]ÛE]o[ge]jk¿Û>ma\]ÛlgÛ?IDÛafÛ=j]f[`ÛYf\Ûl`]Ûxn]Û
egklÛ[geegfÛdYf_mY_]kÛkhgc]fÛZqÛf]oÛaeea_jYflkÛlgÛ?IDÛaf[dm\af_
ÝÛ 8jYZa[
ÝÛ DYf\YjafÛ¨:`afY©
ÝÛ JhYfak`
ÝÛ =YjkaÛ¨@jYf©
ÝÛ ImkkaYf
Û Jh][ax[Ûk]jna[]kÛlgÛZ]Û`a_`da_`l]\ÛoaddÛZ]Û\]l]jeaf]\ÛafÛ[gfkmdlYlagfÛoal`Ûl`]Û
[geemfalqÛLhgfÛ[gehd]lagfÛg^Ûl`]Û_ma\]Û?IDÛoaddÛ]phdgj]Ûghhgjlmfala]kÛ
lgÛZmad\ÛmhgfÛl`]Ûo]d[ge]ÛoY_gfÛYhhjgY[`ÛlgÛhjgna\af_Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛlgÛ
f]o[ge]jk
ÝÛ @fÛ[gfbmf[lagfÛoal`Ûl`]ÛY\nakgjqÛ[geeall]]Û?IDÛoaddÛaf[j]Yk]Û]^^gjlkÛlgÛ
afngdn]Û\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛgfÛemfa[ahYdÛ[geeall]]kÛYf\ÛafÛhgda[qÛYf\Û]n]flÛ
hdYffaf_
ÝÛ Gjgna\]ÛklY^^ÛljYafaf_ÛlgÛaf[j]Yk]ÛYoYj]f]kkÛg^Ûl`]ÛaehgjlYf[]Ûg^Û[geemfa[Yl¤
af_Û[d]YjdqÛYf\Û[gf[ak]dqÛoal`Û[alar]fkÛGjgna\]ÛhdYafÛdYf_mY_]Û[gjj]khgf\]f[]Û
<phdgj]Ûghhgjlmfala]kÛlgÛ\aj][lÛ[alar]fkÛlgÛ?IDÛklY^^Ûoal`ÛnYjagmkÛdYf_mY_]Û
YZadala]k
ÝÛ <phdgj]Ûghhgjlmfala]kÛ^gjÛl`]Ûl`j]]Ûd]n]dkÛg^Û_gn]jfe]flÛlgÛ[g¤dg[Yl]Ûk]jna[]Û
[]flj]k
ÝÛ NgjcÛ[gddYZgjYlan]dqÛoal`Û?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛJ[`ggdÛ9gYj\ÛlgÛhjgna\]Ûaf^gjeY¤
lagfÛlgÛklm\]flkÛgfÛ[ana[kÛYf\ÛZq¤dYok
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ÝÛ Gjgegl]Û[mdlmj]ÛafÛ?ID
ÝÛ JmhhgjlÛl`]ÛYkh][lkÛg^Ûl`]Û?IDÛ:mdlmjYdÛGdYfÛl`YlÛ\]YdÛoal`Û[mdlmjYdÛ
af[dmkagf
ÝÛ NgjcÛoal`Ûdg[YdÛe]\aYÛlgÛhjgegl]ÛYf\Û[]d]ZjYl]Û[mdlmjYdÛ]n]flkÛYf\Ûae¤
hgjlYflÛ\Yl]k
ÝÛ @f[dm\]ÛaehgjlYflÛ[mdlmjYdÛ]n]flkÛYf\Û\Yl]kÛafÛ?ID¿kÛYffmYdÛ[gjhgjYl]Û
[Yd]f\Yj
ÝÛ Lf\]jlYc]ÛYÛ\an]jkalqÛ[YehYa_fÛafngdnaf_Ûl`]ÛhjgeglagfÛg^Û?IDÛYkÛYÛ
[mdlmjYddqÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfalqÛYf\Ûj]hj]k]flYlagfÛg^Ûl`]Û]l`fa[Û\an]jkalqÛg^Û
?IDÛafÛgmjÛhmZda[Ylagfk

Organizational - Internal Focus
K`]Û?IDÛ<ehdgqe]flÛ<imalqÛGgda[qÛklYl]kÛl`YlÛl`]Ûemfa[ahYdalqÛoaddÛj]hj]k]flÛl`]Û
\an]jk]Û[geemfalqÛalÛk]jn]kÛ?IDÛakÛ[mjj]fldqÛj]na]oaf_ÛalkÛj][jmale]flÛkljYl]_qÛ
Yf\Ûogjcaf_ÛlgÛj]\m[]ÛgjÛ]daeafYl]ÛYfqÛZYjja]jkÛf]o[ge]jkÛeYqÛ]f[gmfl]jÛo`]fÛ
ljqaf_ÛlgÛk][mj]Û]ehdgqe]flÛoal`Ûl`]Ûemfa[ahYdalqÛJh][ax[YddqÛo]ÛoaddÛZ]Ûdggcaf_Û
YlÛgmjÛ]ehdgqe]flÛYf\Ûj][jmale]flÛkqkl]eÛogjcÛhdY[]e]flÛghhgjlmfala]kÛYkÛo]ddÛYkÛ
[j]\]flaYdÛYkk]kke]flÛYf\Ûj][g_falagf

Phase I – Short Term Actions
Fn]jÛl`]Ûf]plÛq]YjÛ?IDÛoadd
ÝÛ :gfkakl]fldqÛ^mdxddÛ?ID¿kÛ\an]jkalqÛeYf\Yl]ÛlgÛ]fkmj]Û]ehdgq]]kÛj]hj]k]flÛ
l`]ÛhghmdYlagfÛl`]qÛk]jn]ÛZq
ÝÛ J]llaf_ÛklYf\Yj\kÛlgÛaehjgn]ÛgfÛ\]ka_fYl]\ÛYf\ÛlYj_]l]\Ûj][jmale]flÛg^Û
gmjÛ\an]jk]Û[geemfala]kÛlgÛj]y][lÛl`]ÛhghmdYlagf
ÝÛ C]n]jY_af_Û]paklaf_ÛhggdkÛg^Ûafl]jfYlagfYdÛklm\]flkÛZqÛ]\m[Ylaf_Ûl`]eÛgfÛ
[Yj]]jÛ[`ga[]kÛYf\ÛYnYadYZd]Ûghhgjlmfala]kÛafÛl`]Ûj]_agf
ÝÛ I][g_faraf_Ûafl]jfYlagfYdÛogjcÛ]ph]ja]f[]ÛYf\Ûojalaf_ÛbgZÛ\]k[jahlagfkÛ
l`YlÛj][g_far]ÛbgZÛ]ph]ja]f[]ÛYkÛo]ddÛYkÛ[j]\]flaYdk
ÝÛ :gfka\]jÛl`]ÛY\\alagfÛg^ÛYÛhjY[la[YdÛ[gehgf]flÛlgÛbgZÛafl]jna]okÛo`]j]Û
^]YkaZd]
ÝÛ 9]_afÛl`]Û\]n]dghe]flÛg^ÛYÛdaklÛg^Ûhgl]flaYdÛdYf_mY_]Ûafl]jhj]l]jkÛafÛl`]Û?IDÛ
ogjc^gj[]
ÝÛ ;]n]dghÛYf\Ûhjgegl]Ûl`jgm_`ÛklY^^ÛYf\ÛhmZda[Û]\m[Ylagf£YoYj]f]kkÛl`]Ûafl]j¤
Y[lagfkÛYf\Ûhgkalan]Û[gfljaZmlagfkÛl`YlÛaeea_jYflkÛeYc]ÛlgÛgmjÛkg[a]lq
ÝÛ <klYZdak`ÛYÛN`]j]ÛafÛl`]ÛNgjd\Ûk][lagfÛafÛl`]Û?IDÛE]okÛ]ehdgq]]Û
f]okd]ll]jÛlgÛhjgna\]ÛYfÛghhgjlmfalqÛ^gjÛ]ehdgq]]kÛlgÛk`Yj]Ûklgja]kÛYZgmlÛ
l`]ajÛ[gmfljqÛg^Ûgja_af
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Phase II – Medium and Long-term Actions
=gddgoaf_Ûl`]Û[gehd]lagfÛg^ÛG`Yk]Û@ÛY[lanala]kÛ?IDÛoaddÛogjcÛlgÛ]phYf\Ûl`]k]Û
afalaYlan]kÛYf\
ÝÛ JmhhgjlÛYf\Û]f`Yf[]Û\an]jkalqÛljYafaf_ÛYf\Ûmf\]jklYf\af_Ûoal`
ÝÛ <f`Yf[]\Û[mdlmjYdÛ\an]jkalqÛljYafaf_Û^gjÛ[mklge]jÛk]jna[]ÛYf\Û^jgfl¤daf]Û
hmZda[Û^Y[af_Û]ehdgq]]kÛkm[`ÛYkÛljYafaf_ÛafÛ[mdlmjYdÛ[geh]l]f[a]k
ÝÛ <f[gmjY_]ÛYhhjghjaYl]ÛZ]`Ynagmj
ÝÛ :j]Yl]Ûh]j^gjeYf[]ÛY[[gmflYZadala]kÛ^gjÛj][g_faraf_Û\an]jkalqÛ<fkmj]Ûkm¤
h]jnakgjkÛeg\]dÛYhhjghjaYl]ÛZ]`YnagmjkÛYf\Û`gd\Û]ehdgq]]kÛY[[gmflYZd]
ÝÛ <f`Yf[]Û]e]j_]f[qÛk]jna[]kÛhjglg[gdkÛ^gjÛ\]Ydaf_Ûoal`Û\an]jk]ÛdYf_mY_]k

Ongoing Commitment
?IDÛakÛeYcaf_ÛYÛdgf_¤l]jeÛ[geeale]flÛlgÛ^mdxddÛl`]Ûj][gee]f\YlagfkÛg^Ûl`akÛ8[¤
lagfÛGdYfÛFn]jÛl`]Ûf]plÛ^]oÛq]YjkÛ?IDÛoaddÛ`gklÛj]_mdYjÛ\ak[mkkagfkÛ^gjmekÛoal`Û
j]hj]k]flYlan]kÛ^jgeÛZmkaf]kkÛ_gn]jfe]flÛfgl¤^gj¤hjgxlÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛaeea_jYflÛ
k]lld]e]flÛgj_YfarYlagfkÛYf\Ûaeea_jYflkÛgfÛakkm]kÛg^Ûka_fax[Yf[]Ûj]dYl]\ÛlgÛemfa[a¤
hYdÛk]jna[]kÛYf\Û]Yk]Ûg^Ûk]lld]e]flÛafÛ?IDÛlgÛ]fkmj]Ûl`YlÛo]ÛYj]ÛYZd]ÛlgÛ[gflafmYddqÛ
hjg_j]kkÛlgoYj\ÛgmjÛ_gYdÛg^ÛeYcaf_Û?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛDmfa[ahYdalqÛYÛoYjeÛo]d[ge¤
af_Û[geemfalqÛ^gjÛf]o[ge]jk
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Action Plan Summary
:geemfa[YlagfkÛ¤Û<pl]jfYdÛ=g[mk
G`Yk]Û@

Fj_YfarYlagfYdÛ¤Û@fl]jfYdÛ=g[mk

ÝÛ ?gklÛ[alar]fk`ahÛ[]j]egfa]k
ÝÛ
ÝÛ
ÝÛ
ÝÛ

ÝÛ =mdxddÛ?ID¿kÛ\an]jkalqÛeYf\Yl]ÛlgÛ]fkmj]Û
]ehdgq]]kÛj]hj]k]flÛl`]ÛhghmdYlagfÛl`]qÛ
Gjgna\]Ûo]d[ge]Ûd]ll]jkÛlgÛf]o[ge]jkÛ^jgeÛ
k]jn]
l`]ÛDYqgjÛYf\Û:gmf[addgjk
ÝÛ ;]n]dghÛYÛdaklÛg^Ûhgl]flaYdÛafl]jhj]l]jkÛ
N]Zkal]Ûaehjgn]e]flk
oal`afÛl`]Û?IDÛogjc^gj[]
;]n]dghÛYÛE]o[ge]jk¿Û>ma\]ÛlgÛ?ID
ÝÛ <klYZdak`ÛYÛN`]j]ÛafÛl`]ÛNgjd\Ûk][lagfÛ
:j]Yl]ÛYfÛY\nakgjqÛ_jgmhÛg^ÛklY^^ÛYf\Û[ala¤
afÛl`]Û?IDÛE]okÛ]ehdgq]]Ûf]okd]ll]j
r]fkÛlgÛa\]fla^qÛl`]Û[`Ydd]f_]kÛYf\Ûf]]\kÛg^Û
\an]jk]Û[geemfala]k

ÝÛ Lladar]Û?IDÛY[[]kkÛ[]flj]kÛlgÛdafcÛaeea¤
_jYflkÛoal`Û]paklaf_Ûk]jna[]k
G`Yk]Û@@

ÝÛ NgjcÛoal`Û[geemfalqÛhYjlf]jkÛlgÛhjgna\]Û
?IDÛk]jna[]Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛafÛemdlahd]ÛdYf¤
_mY_]k

ÝÛ <f`Yf[]Û[mdlmjYdÛ\an]jkalqÛljYafaf_Û^gjÛ
[mklge]jÛk]jna[]ÛYf\Û^jgfl¤daf]ÛhmZda[Û^Y[¤
af_Û]ehdgq]]k

ÝÛ ;]n]dghÛY\\alagfYdÛn]jkagfkÛg^Ûl`]ÛE]o¤
ÝÛ <f[gmjY_]ÛYhhjghjaYl]ÛZ]`YnagjÛYf\Û[j]¤
[ge]jk¿Û>ma\]ÛlgÛ?IDÛafÛ8jYZa[ÛDYf\Y¤
Yl]ÛklY^^Ûh]j^gjeYf[]ÛY[[gmflYZadala]kÛ^gjÛ
jafÛJhYfak`Û=YjkaÛYf\ÛImkkaYfÛYf\Û=j]f[`
j][g_faraf_Û\an]jkalq
ÝÛ @f[j]Yk]Û\an]jk]Û[geemfalqÛj]hj]k]flYlagfÛ ÝÛ <f`Yf[]Û]e]j_]f[qÛk]jna[]Ûhjglg[gdkÛ^gjÛ
gfÛemfa[ahYdÛ[geeall]]kÛYf\ÛafÛhgda[qÛ¬Û
\]Ydaf_Ûoal`Û\an]jk]ÛdYf_mY_]k
]n]flÛhdYffaf_
ÝÛ @ehjgn]ÛklY^^ÛljYafaf_ÛafÛ[geemfa[YlagfkÛ
afÛhYjla[mdYjÛafÛhjgna\af_ÛhdYafÛdYf_mY_]Û
[gjj]khgf\]f[]
ÝÛ <phdgj]Ûghhgjlmfala]kÛ^gjÛl`]Ûl`j]]Ûd]n]dkÛg^Û
_gn]jfe]flÛlgÛ[g¤dg[Yl]Ûk]jna[]Û[]flj]k
ÝÛ :gddYZgjYl]Ûoal`Û?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛJ[`ggdÛ
9gYj\ÛlgÛhjgna\]Ûaf^gjeYlagfÛlgÛklm\]flkÛgfÛ
[ana[kÛYf\ÛZq¤dYok
ÝÛ Gjgegl]Û[mdlmj]ÛafÛ?ID
G`glgk
?@C:Û¤Û?Yda^YpÛ@eea_jYflÛÛ
C]Yjfaf_Û:]flj]
D@J8Û¤ÛD]ljghgdalYfÛ@eea_jYflÛ
J]lld]e]flÛ8kkg[aYlagf
?Yda^YpÛI]_agfYdÛDmfa[ahYdalq
;]ka_fÛYf\ÛGjaflaf_
?IDÛ:gjhgjYl]Û:geemfa[Ylagfk
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Appendix B: Draft Interview Guides
We are trying to understand the impact that the Halifax Regional Municipality Immigration Action Plan is
having on the community. We’re hoping that you can help us learn more about this topic by sharing your
knowledge and experiences (direct or indirect) of being a newcomer to the HRM from outside of Canada.
Guide # 1 for Semi-Structured Interview (Public Sector Respondents)
What kinds of programs or services does your department deliver to new immigrants?

How does your organization define its strategic goal (as it relates to immigrant populations)?

To the best of your knowledge, what programs and services does the HRM offer for new immigrants?
What, if any, impact do these programs and services have on the settlement experience? (For HRM: Do
you have a means of measuring their impact?)

Speaking from observation or experience, to what extent are most newcomers able to access municipal
services and get information about the municipality? What are the opportunities or barriers?
Speaking from observation or experience, how effective is the HRM’s current approach to creating a
welcoming city for newcomers?
What, if any, are the barriers or challenges to Halifax becoming a more welcoming community?

Have you observed any changes to immigrant settlement patterns (for example, new communities
choosing Halifax as their first destination)? If so, what implications do they have for demands for
municipal services?

What opportunities do you see, if any, for increased collaboration between the HRM and community
organizations and/or other governmental institutions that work on immigration issues?

How does the goal of creating a welcoming community compete with, conflict with or complement other
planning objectives?

If you had the ability to make any changes you wanted to the current strategy, what would you change (if
anything)?
To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social integration of newcomers from the same country of origin? Economic
integration?
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To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social integration of newcomers from different countries of origin? Economic
integration?
Guide # 2 for Semi-Structured Interview (Settlement Service Providers)

What kind of programs or services does your organization deliver to its members?

Speaking from observation or experience, how would you characterize Halifax as a city in terms of its
attitudes towards new immigrants?
To what extent are you familiar with the municipal role in immigration?

Speaking from observation or experience, how effective is the HRM’s current approach to creating a
welcoming city for new immigrants?

Speaking from observation or experience, to what extent are most newcomers able to access municipal
services and get information about the municipality? What are the opportunities or barriers?
What do you think the goal of an immigration Plan should be? Who should be involved in its
implementation?

What opportunities do you see, if any, for increased collaboration between the HRM and community
organizations and/or other governmental institutions that work on immigration issues?
How does the HRM Plan compete with, conflict with or complement the strategic directives of your
organization? (Follow-up: What impact, if any, has the Plan had your organization’s strategy?)

From your organization’s perspective, how does the Immigration Plan compete with, conflict with or
complement the immigration strategies of other levels of government?
To the best of your knowledge, how does the HRM’s approach to creating a welcoming community
compare with that of other Canadian municipalities?

Are there any ‘moving targets’ that the HRM staff should be aware of in terms of settlement service to
include in a revised Plan (i.e., new communities moving to Halifax that may require special services)?
If you could give one piece of advice to the HRM about its immigration strategy, what would it be?

To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social integration of newcomers from the same country of origin? Economic
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integration?

To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social or econimic integration of newcomers from different countries of origin?
Guide # 3 for Semi-Structured Interview (Newcomers)
How long have you lived in Canada/Nova Scotia/Halifax?

Speaking from observation or experience, how would you characterize Halifax as a city in terms of its
attitudes towards newcomers?

Speaking from observation or experience, to what extent are most newcomers able to access municipal
services and get information about the municipality? (What are the opportunities or barriers?)
To the best of your knowledge, what actions have been taken by the HRM during the past few years to
welcome newcomers to the community? What, if any, has been the impact of these actions?
What opportunities do you see, if any, for increased collaboration between the HRM and community
organizations and/or other governmental institutions that work with immigrants?
What do you think the primary purpose of a municipal immigration Plan should be? Who should be
involved in its implementation?

How does the way the HRM treats newcomers compare to other cities that you are aware of or have lived
in?
If you could give one piece of advice to the HRM about the way it services its new immigrant population,
what would it be?
To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social integration of newcomers from the same country of origin? Economic
integration?

To what extent, if any, do you find the existence of diverse communities in the Halifax Regional
Municipality enables the social integration of newcomers from different countries of origin? Economic
integration?
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Appendix C: Best Practices
Case Example: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

While Saskatoon’s immigration strategy was only released this year, City efforts in the areas of race
relations and diversity management span the past two decades. In 1989 Saskatoon City Council
created the Race Relations Committee (RRC) in response to feedback from community groups and a
recommendation from its Legislation and Finance Committee. Over the next few years the RRC expanded
its mandate from a policy and public education focus to include a subcommittee on Aboriginal Affairs,
deemed a topic of special concern. In 1991 City Council approved the creation of a permanent Race
Relations Program Coordinator position, and five years later established a small Race Relations office
with a second employee.

During the same period Saskatoon City Council began evaluating municipal policy on diversity, adopting
an Equity and Anti-Racism Policy that provided a guiding vision for more specific existing policies on
workplace harassment and employment equity. In 1996, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
awarded Saskatoon the First Annual Race Relations Award in recognition of progress and commitment to
social equity. The City continued to make strides by expanding the mandate and membership of the RRC,
now called the Cultural Diversity and Race Relations Committee (CDRR). The CDRR appointments include
community members as well as city officials and half the membership must belong to a visible minority
group (Garcea and Garg, 2009, 150-151).
In 2004 the CDRR turned its attention to Saskatoon’s growing immigrant population. The 2006 census
showed eight percent of residents were ‘foreign-born,’ while First Nations peoples comprise about onetenth of the population. The Committee recommended the City carry out a comprehensive review of the
needs of newcomers and gauge local capacity for increased immigration. It further recommended the
City investigate opportunities for funding from the Federal and Provincial governments to support local
immigration initiatives. In 2005 City officials formed a tri-governmental steering committee to undertake
the community consultations with the objective of producing a guiding vision for immigration to the
region.
Released in 2006, Building Saskatoon to Become a Global City: A Framework for an Action Plan outlined
what needed to be done for Saskatoon to be a leader in the promotion, attraction and integration of
immigrants. In addition to looking at the needs of immigrants, the report considered the needs of
settlement agencies, government agencies and community at large. The report assessed Saskatoon’s
performance in five areas (planning and coordination of immigration and integration initiatives;
newcomer recruitment; reception upon arrival; economic integration; and community integration) and
offered options to increasing capacity (Garcea and Garg, 2009, 153).
Building Saskatoon aimed to provide the municipality with options for developing a clear direction. The
report noted the void of municipal leadership and proposed creating an office within City Hall with the
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mandate for implementing the immigration plan. Concerned that focusing on newcomers might detract
from policies supporting First Nations communities, the report advised developing an immigration action
plan that would support existing diversity initiatives. Further recommendations included establishing a
permanent tri-governmental council, and establishing coordinating and consultative mechanisms within
and between sectors working on behalf of immigrants. City administration responded in 2007 with a fivepoint action plan that was followed many of the suggestions made in the report. A major step forward was
achieved in 2008 when municipal officials successfully obtained funding from the provincial and federal
governments and hired an immigration community resource coordinator (Garcea and Garg, 2009, 153).
In 2008 the City of Saskatoon hired a consulting group to undertake more extensive research on best
practices, community needs and existing services. The resulting Immigration Action Plan Gap Analysis
Report proposed 28 recommendations and ranked them in order of community-identified priorities.
Out of the Gap Analysis, six areas of primary concern were targeted: policing/justice; health; education;
economic integration/employment; settlement and housing (City of Saskatoon, 2009).

Recognizing that these issues extend far beyond the municipal mandate, Saskatoon officials continued to
work with representatives from other levels of government and local community organizations. Following
another of the report recommendations, the City created a position for an Immigration Community
Resource Coordinator to promote immigration to Saskatoon and coordinate settlement needs. In late
2008, the City hosted a series of six stakeholder forums themed around the priority areas (Garcea and
Garg, 2009, 154). Municipal Community Development staff used session feedback and the Gap Analysis
report to produce Welcome Home: Saskatoon Immigration Action Plan (City of Saskatoon, 2009). The
Action Plan spans all three levels of government responsibility in the six identified areas of concern to
itemize current initiatives, identify community opportunities and present items for future action.
While the effectiveness of Saskatoon’s Action Plan remains to be seen, its trajectory illustrates the
critical role of political leadership, resource expenditure and intergovernmental cooperation in effective
planning. Saskatoon began work on becoming a more inclusive community two decades ago when
it recognized and acted to address racial tension in the community. Over the years, Saskatoon City
Council adopted recommendations from the Cultural Diversity and Race Relations Committee, some
of which required significant investment. The City continues to commit new resources to immigration,
most recently through the creation of an Immigration Recruitment and Retention Strategy Coordinator
position. Saskatoon recognized the importance of intergovernmental cooperation, and staff actively
included other government officials in the planning process rather than as a funding body.
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Case Example: Edmonton, Alberta

In the spring of 2005, Edmonton’s newly elected mayor presented attracting and retaining a greater
proportion of new immigrants as one of his top priorities. Political will came out of economic woes:
Alberta at that time had the tightest labour market in the country and the federal government showed no
sign of increasing immigration caps to ease the pressure. Lucrative jobs in the oil and gas industry drew
increasing numbers to nearby Calgary, while Edmonton’s immigrant figures had flatlined (Derwing and
Krahn, 2008, 188). Council supported the Mayor by approving the Immigration and Settlement Initiative,
led by Councillors Michael Phair and Terry Cavanagh. The city approached the Prairie Metropolis Center,
a regional research on immigration and integration, to request a study identifying immigration actions
for the municipality to take. Citizenship and Immigration Canada provided funding for the study, and
Metropolis researchers submitted the report to Council in November 2005 (Reilly, 2009, 156).
Drawing on the current literature, survey data and information gathered at focus groups, The Attraction

and Retention of Newcomers to Edmonton made 27 recommendations to the Council. Four of the
recommendations aimed at promoting Edmonton as a destination for new immigrants, while the majority
focused on how the City could support the development of a more welcoming community for existing
residents and newcomers. The report point out making ‘workplaces, classrooms and neighbourhoods’
more inclusive serves the dual purpose of greater attraction and retention of newcomers. Many
immigrants rely friends or family in Canada for advice on which city to arrive in; thus, cultivating an
inclusive community that retains people is also the most effective strategy for increasing the number of
new immigrants to the city (Derwing, Krahn, Foote and Deipenbroke, 2005, 4).
Three recommendations spoke specifically to municipal staffing practices and employee training. The
report advised that any staff member in contact with the public receive cultural sensitivity training, that
the City ensure staff adequately reflect the diverse population, and that managers be evaluated on their
ability to integrate immigrants in the workplace. These recommendations proved timely: 2006 Statistics
Canada data showed visible minorities comprising 22.9 percent of Edmonton’s population, while the
City’s 2006 Employee Diversity Survey showed just 13 percent of staff identifying as non-white. Minority
underrepresentation was especially surprising given that foreign-born residents in Edmonton (22.9
percent of the population) are generally in their prime working years and more qualified than their nonimmigrant counterparts (Reilly, 2009, 156).
Aware of long-standing concerns about corporate diversity, in 2005 the City Manager established the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion (ODI). The ODI, which replaced the Diversity Initiatives Office that had
closed in 1997, aims to “to initiate, support and sustain proactive strategies that will ensure a diverse
City of Edmonton workforce and municipal services that are increasingly accessible and responsive to
the citizens of Edmonton” (City of Edmonton website, 2009). In 2007, the ODI is charged with carrying
out a new municipal policy on immigration and settlement. The policy is a brief document that commits
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the City to seven values based on the recommendations from the Metropolis report; it does not provide
actions but guiding values such as affirming the importance of economic integration (City of Edmonton
Policy C529, 2007).

As well as developing and implementing strategies to increase corporate diversity, improving service
delivery to diverse populations and equipping staff with diversity training, the ODI works as a connecting
agency between community groups and city departments. Staff consults with other departments on
diversity initiatives and supports the Edmonton Aboriginal Urban Affairs Committee (EAUAC). The ODI
is housed in the Corporate Services Department and reports through the Manager, Office of Diversity and
Inclusion to the General Manager of Corporate Services (City of Edmonton website, 2009).
A new guiding document for the ODI, the Diversity and Inclusion Framework and Implementation Plan,
was approved by the City Manager in March 2009. The plan identifies the following four ‘diversity and
inclusion goals’:

1) Having a workforce that is broadly reflective of the community;
2) Identifying and addressing barriers to employment and service barriers within organizational
systems;
3) Attracting and retaining a talented workforce skilled at working in an inclusive and respectful
manner with one another and with the community; and
4) Creating processes, policies, plans, practices, programs and services that meet the diverse needs of
those we serve.

Recognizing these goals require a long-term shift in organizational culture, in 2008 the Senior
Management Team took responsibility for overseeing ODI initiatives. The ODI ensures regular evaluation
by conducting an annual employee survey and tracking statistics on changing employee diversity.
The Office provides these numbers in an annual progress report to council. The most recent progress
update from May 2009 indicates increased workforce diversity overall, though minorities continue to be
underrepresented in management. The report indicates the ODI intends to supplement quantitative data
collection with qualitative tools for long-term evaluation (City of Edmonton DCMO41 2009).
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